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C H A P T E R

INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

In this thesis we present the results of an investigation of the spin-

lattice relaxation (SLR) process between the sublevels of the photo-excited

triplet state of some aromatic molecules, present as a guest in a foreign

host crystal. In order to show what is meant we have indicated in fig. 1.1

the lower electronic states of naphthalene-d<, diluted in a solid matrix and

the intersystem crossing (ISC), decay and relaxation processes which follow

upon optical excitation of the molecule.

On irradiation with UV light the molecule is promoted from the singlet

ground state S into the first excited singlet state S, . From here it can

either decay back to S via the emission of fluorescence (Fl), or by ISC to

the lowest triplet state T converting part of its electronic energy into

vibrational energy. From this metastable state T the molecule returns to

the ground state either by the emission of phosphorescence (Ph) or, again,

by a non-radiative process (nrp).

Contrary to the situation in atoms which is governed by spherical symme-

try, the three components of the state T in a polyatomic molecule do not

have to be degenerate. In fig. 1.1, on an enlarged scale, we show the zero-

field splitting cf naphthalene. As we shall explain in more detail in chapter

2 each of the components corresponds with a situation in which the spin angular

momentum lies in one of the principal planes of the molecule. For instance

the component T has the spin lying in the plane x = 0.

In the present thesis we are concerned with the spin-lattice relaxation

in the excited paramagnetic state T . This process corresponds with the re-
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Fig. 1.1. The energy level scheme of naphthalene-d„ in a single crystal of

durene-h

orientation of the spin angular momentum relative to the molecular frame,

caused by the interaction of the triplet spin system with the phonons in the

crystal.

In 1974, the year that this investigation was started, the amount of

information on SLR in phosphorescent triplet state molecules was scarce. The

first studies, in the presence of a magnetic field, had been published a few

years before by Fischer and Denison (1969), Schwoerer et al. (1969) and Wolfe

(1971). After a first report by Hall and El-Sayed (1971) investigations on SLR

in the absence of a magnetic field were published by Zuclich et al. (1974)

and Antheunis (1974). These authors studied several aspects of the SLR such

as the dependence on the temperature, the guest concentration, the type of

host material and, also, the influence of the external magnetic field. From

the results it was clear that the SLR rates strongly depend on the particular
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combination of guest and host molecule but it was not possible to draw a

definitive conclusion about the mechanism responsible for the SLR process.

Contrary to the situation in phosphorescent triplet state molecules, the spin-

lattice relaxation in the ground state of paramagnetic ions diluted in ionic

crystals is well understood. In the past 40 years a considerable literature

has been published on this subject (for a review see e.g. Gorter, 1947,

Manenkov and Orbach, 1966 and Abragam and Bleaney, 1970). In these systems

the SLR is caused by the modulation of the crystal field under the action of

the lattice vibrations. This produces a fluctuating electric field which in-

fluences the electron spin via the spin-orbit coupling and thus induces

transitions between the electron spin levels. Three types of processes usually

are distinguished. First,the so-called "direct-process" where a single phonon

with an energy equal to the energy difference of the spin states is absorbed

or emitted by the spin system. The resulting SLR rate W,. is proportional

to the temperature, W,. a T. Second, the two-phonon Raman process where the

spin system absorbs or emits the difference in energy between an incident and

a scattered phonon. Depending on the spin system the resulting SLR rate

W a T " . Third,the "Orbach" process where the transition from one spin

sublevel to another is caused by the excitation to and decay from a state at

a distance 6E above the spin state under investigation. As shown by Orbach

(1961) the SLR rate resulting from this process Wn , , a exp{-6E/kTl.
uroacn

In molecular crystals it is unlikely that the SLR is caused by spin-orbit

coupling of the triplet spin to the lattice as in paramagnetic systems in ionic

crystals. First, the crystal fields are relatively weak because the molecules

are bound together by van der Waals forces instead of Coulomb forces in ionic

crystals. Second, the spin-orbit coupling in these systems is small (the g-value

usually is very close to the free electron value 2.0023) and, thus, the spin

is only very loosely coupled to the lattice.

In order to understand the coupling mechanism between triplet spins of

phosphorescent molecules and the phonons in the crystal one has studied espe-

cially the temperature dependence of the SLR. From the results of Schwoerer

et al. (1972) and Wolfe (1971) and also from later studies (see e.g. Konzel-

mann et al., 1975) one concluded that direct (one phonon) processes as well as

two-phonon processes occur. It is difficult, however, to discriminate between

a Raman or Orbach type process, because most experiments are performed in a

limited temperature -range (usually the liquid helium temperature range). Most

of the investigators have chosen for the Raman process, probably because the

interpretation of the results in terms of an Orbach process requires an acti-
11



vation energy of the order of 10 cm"1. Since the difference in energy of the

electronic states and also the vibrational energies of the molecules usually

are much larger (the lowest skeletal vibration of naphthalene occurs at

180 cm" ) one discarded the possibility that states at 10 - 20 cm" above T

might be responsible for the observed two-phonon SLR process.

In this thesis we show that two-phonon processes, reminiscent of Orbach

processes in paramagnetic ions, play an important role in the SLR process in

phosphorescent triplet, state molecules in zero field as well as in the pres-

ence of a "magnetic field. The close lying states involved in this process are

so-called "local phonon states" which occur when a molecule is embedded in a

foreign host crystal. They correspond with localized vibrations, or librations, :

of the molecule in the force field of the surrounding host molecules, with

energies of 10 - 20 cm

Our conclusions are based on an extensive study of the SLR in the system

naphthalene in durene in zero-magnetic field, the results of which are pre-

sented in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we present a theoretical model for this SLR

based on the thermal excitation and decay to a nearby local phonon state,

which gives a very satisfactory description of the observed SLR rates,. Further,

in chapter 6 we apply our model to the situation where an external magnetic

field is present. Before discussing these two studies we first give in chapter j

2 an outline of the physical properties of the triplet state molecules rele- i

vant to our experiments. Chapter 3 deals with the experimental methods. Sk

Finally, in chapter 7 we present results on other aromatic molecules which *'

support the idea that the SLR mechanism via local phonon states is not limited

to the case of naphthalene in durene but is a common phenomenon in molecular

mixed crystals.
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C H A P T E R

THE TRIPLET STATE

2 . 1 HISTORY

After irradiation of organic substances by ultra violet light a long

lived afterglow may be observed. This phenomenon has fascinated many people

for nearly a century. As early as 1888, for instance, Wiedemann did several

observations of this kind, irradiating organic dyes dissolved in gelatine.

It was not until 1933 that Jablonski proposed that a metastable intermediate

state was responsible for this phenomenon. Terenin (1943) and Lewis and Kasha

(1944,1945) attributed this radiation, which was called phosphorescence, to a

radiative spin-forbidden transition from a triplet excited state to a singlet

ground state. Subsequently the photo-induced paramagnetism associated with

this triplet state was measured by Lewis, Calvin and Kasha (1949) and by Evans

(1955). At the end of the 1950's the classic ESR experiments of Hutchison and

Mangum (1958) on naphthalene in a single crystal of durene as a host provided the

decisive proof of the assignment of the long lived emission to a triplet state.

Shortly after Hutchison and Mangum (1958) had observed the Am = 1 transitions in

naphthalene in durene, van der Waals and de Groot (1959) observed the Am = 2

transition of the same molecule diluted in a glass. We may conclude that the

nature of the phosphorescent triplet state is well-established since 1960.

I

2.2 ELECTRONIC LEVELS

In planar mo] ecules with an alternating series of double bonds, such as naphtha-

lene, the valence electrons of the Individual atoms can be thought to move in orbits

described by molecular orbitals (M.O.'s). As is well-known (Kasha 1960), these
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orbitals can be classified into three types: a-, i - and n-orbitals. The

o-orbitals have the highest density in the molecular plane between every

two atoms connected by a bond. The ir-orbitals are delocalized over the

molecule with the maximum density under and above the molecular plane; they

are often represented as linear combinations of 2p -orbitals of the carbon

atoms. One distinguishes bonding (a,ir) and antibonding (a*,IT*) M.O.'S. In

the ground state of the molecule all bonding orbitals are filled with two

I electrons with anti-parallel spins, the antibonding orbitals are empty. The

* n-orbitals or "non-bonding" orbitals occur in molecules containing hetero-atoms,

such as the two nitrogen atoms in quinoxaline (1,4-diazanaphthalene). The

valency of N, 5, is one higher than that of carbon; each N atom in quinoxaline

may be thought of as contributing two electrons to the two C-N a-bonds, two

electrons to the "non-bonding" n-orbital and the fifth then is a delocalized

TT-electron, similar to that of an aromatic carbon atom.

By irradiation with UV light an electron is promoted from the highest

bonding orbital, IT in the case of naphthalene, n in the case of quinoxaline,

to the lowest antibonding orbital ir*, thus giving rise to a TTTT* or an mr*

excited state respectively. During the excitation the spin angular momentum

is not changed and the excited state must be a singlet state (S = 0). However,

because two different orbitals are now occupied by a single electron, it is

possible that they have parallel spins, thus giving rise to a triplet state
i

k (S = 1). This state lies at lower energy than the corresponding singlet state

because the interelectronic repulsion is reduced for a triplet state.

When a naphthalene molecule absorbs a quantum of near UV light it first

disposes of any excess vibrational energy by internal conversion (IC) to the

first excited singlet state S, in about 10 s. From here the molecule may

return to the ground state by the emission of fluorescence or by non-radiative

processes. It may also cross over from S.. to a vibrational state of the triplet

manifold by a radiationless process called intersystem crossing (ISC). This

is followed by rapid IC again via coupling of the molecular vibronic states

with the lattice phonons and the molecule ends up in T . From there it can

return to S via ISC (radiationless decay) or to S for a vibronic state

of SQ) under emission of phosphorescence. The phosphorescence rate is very

slow f> 10 s" ) because of the spin-forbidden nature of the T ->- S transition.
oo
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2.3 MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

As was already mentioned in the preceding parts the magnetic inter-

actions related to the triplet state of organic molecules in organic single

crystals have been widely studied. For a detailed treatment of spin-spin

interaction and spin-orbit interaction we refer to the review articles by

Hutchison (1967) and by van der Waals and de Groot (1967). In this chapter

we confine ourselves to a summary of the theoretical aspects relevant to

the present investigation.

2.3.1 Zero-field splitting

The splitting of the triplet state in zero-magnetic field is predominantly

determined by the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the unpaired

electrons which make up the triplet state. The Hamiltonian for this interaction

is

i-r )(s,-r.,)l/3 3 13 J , C2.D

where y is the magnetogyric ratio of the electron and s• and s. represent the

« spin angular momentum operators of electrons i and j, joined by the vector r. ..

For the triplet multiplet this microscopic Hamiltonian can be replaced by a

phenomenological spin Hamiltonian in which only operators of the total spin

angular momentum operator occur (van Vleck, 1951). By introducing S = E <T-

we obtain 1

^55 = S-f-3 (2.2)

where T is the zero-field splitting tensor. Its elements involve integrals of

the operator (2.1) over the electronic wavefunction.

If an axis system is chosen such that T is diagonal, JC reduces to

2-,
+
ZSz

2] .

For molecules of symmetry C2v or higher, these principal axes or spin axes,

in general, coincide with the molecular symmetry axes.
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The parameters X, Y and Z are the zero-field energies. Only two of them

are independent because the tensor T i s t r ace less [X + Y + Z = 0) . The

magnitude of these energies i s determined by the interaction of two dipoles

of strength y h at distances comparable with the molecular dimensions. This

gives r i s e to zero-field s p l i t t i n g s in the range of 1-10 GHz.

The t r i p l e t eigenfunctions are linear combinations of the well-known

eigenfunctions of the S operator x+J x and x_, corresponding with the

magnetic quantum numbers m = +1,0 , -1 :

xy = i(T_ + T + ) / / 2 (2.4)

Tz = To

A few important properties of these functions should be mentioned:

Vy = "Vx = lTz' e

V u = °5 £or u = x>y>z- C2.6)

Thus the triplet function x is an eigenfunction of the operator S with

eigenvalue 0. In other words, the triplet functions correspond to situations

where the spin angular momentum vector lies in one of the coordinate planes

x = 0 , y = 0 o r z = 0 . From (2.5) and (2.6) it further follows that there

is no net magnetic moment associated with any of the triplet substates in

zero field:

< ' C
UIS|T U> =0 u = x,y,z. (2.7)

From (2.5) we see that magnetic dipole transitions are possible between the

triplet sublevels. In order to account for the interaction with a microwave

field a time-dependent term must be added to the spin Hamiltonian (2.3)

v(t) - Yeh S-Hx cos ut , (2.8)

where FL is the amplitude of the alternating magnetic field.

17



According to time-dependent perturbation theory and using equation

(2.5) a time-independent transition probability arises, proportional to

> = Hlx (2.9)

where the microwave field is supposed to be resonant with the T—r transition.

From (2.5) we see that the zero-field transitions are linearly polarized,

in this particular case along the x-axis.

2.3.2 The Zeeman -interaction

The magnetic properties of the triplet state of organic molecules have

been studied very extensively with the help of conventional ESR spectroscopy.

The interaction with the external magnetic field H is described by the

Zeeman term in the Hamiltonian:

(2.10)

where & is the Bohr magneton and g is the spectroscopic splitting factor of

the electron (here assumed isotropic).

The energies of the spin components depend on the direction and strength

of the applied field. If we let 1, m and n be the direction cosines of H

with the spin axes x, y and z respectively, then the Hamiltonian matrix, in

the basis set x , r and T , becomes

X

T ,
y

Z

Tx

X

igSHn
0

-igBHQm

Ty

-ig6HQn

Y

ig3Hol

z

i g 6 V

-ig3H 1
0

z

(2.11)

For a given orientation and magnitude of the magnetic field the three triplet

eigenfunctions |+ >, |o > and |- > are calculated as linear combinations of
TY> Tv and T.r- The eigenenergies are given by the roots of the secular

equation. Suppose, for instance, the field is along the z-axis (l=m=0, n=1).

18



Then from (2.11) it is seen that T remains an eigenfunction of the system,

but T and T , are mixed through the off-diagonal el

of the secular equation then yield the eigenvalues

but T and T , are mixed through the off-diagonal elements +_ ig3H0- The roots

El = z ,. E2;3 = 1LL11 [ r ^ p o 2 + (gwo]2]J . (2.12)

The corresponding wavefunctions are readily found to be

> = T Z (2.13)

1
72 [W-H1)1 \ + C i + 2 L i ^ S

z z

with az = 2[(~^)2 + (g3Ho)
2]5.

In zero-magnetic field the states |+ >, |o > and |- > are equal to

T , T and x respectively. On the other hand in infinitely high field we

see, by comparing (2.13) with (2.4), that |+ > and |- > equal T + and x_;

i.e. the field decouples the electron spin completely from the molecular frame

work. In this limit the magnetic quantum number m becomes a constant of motion.

Allowed ESR transitions are those corresponding to Am = +_ 1, whereas those

corresponding to Am = +_ 2 are strictly forbidden.

For low magnetic fields the level separations resulting from

the Zeeman interaction and the zero-field splitting are comparable in

magnitude. The levels can no longer be described by the quantum number m.

Transitions may now occur among the three levels wherever they are energetic-

ally possible. Nevertheless, it is often useful to retain the high-field

terminology throughout the range of magnetic fields and to describe the

transitions as corresponding to Am = +_ 1 or Am = +_ 2.

The schematic diagram in fig. 2.1 shows the energy levels of naphthalene

when H is parallel to x, y and z respectively.

The resonance lines occur at different values of the magnetic field.

Their positions depend on the orientation of HQ and the lines become stationary

when H is parallel to one of the principal directions. From these stationary

points the directions of the spin axes may be determined.

19



Fig. 2.1. The triplet energy levels of naphthalene as a function of the

field strength H , with H parallel to x3 y end z respectively.

The "Am = 1" transitions are indicated by solid lines and thes
"Am -2" transitions by broken lines,s

2.3.3 Electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions

The hyperfine interaction between the triplet state electrons and the

nuclei may conveniently be written in tensor notation:

(2.14)

where A is the hyperfine tensor and I is the nuclear spin operator. If the

principal axes of the tensor A coincide with the spin axes x, y, z, (2.14)

20



can be written as

This term is to be added to the spin Hamiltonian (2.10). As was shown above,

in a large magnetic field parallel to u = x, y or z the eigenfunctions of S

are the approximate eigenfunctions. In this representation one of the hyper-

fine terms of (2.15) is diagonal and gives a first order splitting of the

electron spin levels. This effect causes a resonance linewidth in naphthalene-

ho of about 10 - 30 Gauss (30 - 90 MHz).
o

In zero field the situation is quite different. Because of the relation

(2.5) and (2.6), the hyperfine interaction (2.14) can only give matrix

elements between different zero-field states and no first order splittings

will occur in the electron spin levels. In the case of a single proton (I = §)

one even expects no splitting at all, because a state having half integral

angular momentum is at least two-fold degenerate in zero-magnetic field

(Kramers1 theorem). However, groups of protons may still affect the line

shape (Hutchison, Nicholas and Scott, 1970). This arises because two equivalent

protons with I = § may be combined to nuclear states having 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 .

Hyperfine interaction with the nuclear singlet state vanishes, but the presence

of a nuclear spin with 1 = 1 gives rise to a second order splitting. In
2

naphthalene the largest splitting is given by A /(Z-Y) and amounts to about
XX

0.3 MHz. The total effect of all protons io slightly larger and a structure-

less resonance line with an inhomogeneous broadening of 1 - 1.4 MHz results.

The system naphthalene-dn, however, shows much narrower resonance lines. In

this system the hyperfine broadening by the deuterons in a magnetic field is

6.5 times and in zero field (6.5) times smaller than in naphthalene-h- (the

magnetogyric ratio of the deuterons is 6.5 times smaller than that of the

protons). In a magnetic field the linewidth is about 5 G (15 MHz); in zero-

magnetic field it amounts to about 0.6 MHz and it is mainly determined by a

spread in the crystal field.

2.3.4 Spin-orbit coupling (SOC)

The spin-orbit interaction gives matrix elements between singlet and

triplet states and thereby allows electric dipole transitions to occur between

the triplet state and the singlet ground state. Thus, as a result of SOC, the

21



wavefunction of the triplet spin component u (= x, y, z) must be written

\ - Y * E y S°J U V (2.16)
u 1 o _ 3 o

i u

where ^° stands for the pure triplet component without SOC, the ij». are the

perturbing singlet states and E. and E are the energies of the perturbing

singlet states and the triplet substate respectively. In the same way one can

write an expression for the perturbed ground state singlet wave function ij; .

The transition moment for electric dipole radiation between i|> and the ground

sta-.e < ili lerl ii> > then is seen to "borrow" its intensity from allowed
yo' ' *u :

singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transitions.

The mixing of singlets with triplets is very selective because SOC only

gives matrix elements between states of the same total symmetry. As a

result the radiative decay rates for the three spin components of the triplet

state in general are very different. Moreover, since the intersystem crossing

from S, to T is likewise determined by spin-orbit interaction, the populating

rates of the triplet spin states are also very different.

2.4 OPTICAL DETECTION OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE (ODMR)

i

t. One can take advantage of the differing radiative decay rates for the

>'• optical detection of magnetic resonance in the triplet state. This so-called

"ODMR" method can be understood by considering, for instance, the upper two
triplet sublevels x and n in fig. 1.1 with populations N and N respectively,z y z y
The observed emission intensity is proportional to the number of photons

emitted per unit timo, such that

I = ky
r Ny + kz

r N z ,

where k and k are the radiative decay rates of x and x respectively. If

magnetic dipole transitions are induced between x and x through the time
y z

independent transition probability (2.9) the change in emission intensity is

given by

AI = ky
r ANy + k / ANz = AN-(ky

r - k/) = f.(Nz - N y ) . [ky
X - k/) (2.17)

with AN = AN =-AN (we assume that the application of the microwave field does

22



not change the total number of excited molecules) and f is a transfer factor.

Thus a change in the emission intensity will only occur if k f k and

AN f 0.

Of course the effect will be more pronounced the larger the difference

in radiative decay rates and the difference in population of the sublevels.

In order to increase this population difference one usually lowers the

temperature to the liquid helium temperature range to take advantage of the

larger Boltzmann factor. At the lowest temperatures of about 1 K one often

reaches a situation where the relaxation rates among the spin sublevels

become slow compared to the phosphorescence decay processes. The

steady state populations of the individual levels, in that case, depend only

on the competition between the individual populating and depopulating rates

of each sublevel. By carefully choosing the experimental conditions one can

create population differences which strongly deviate from the thermal

equilibrium values and as a result remarkable changes in the phosphorescence

intensity may be induced on "tickling" the system with resonant microwaves

(J. Schmidt et al., 1971).
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C H A P T E R 3

EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The results of the SLR measurements to be presented in the following

chapters have been obtained in the absence as well as in the presence of a

magnetic field. In both cases we study the evolution of the population dis-

tribution of a three-level system towards thermal equilibrium. In section 3.2

we consider the rate equations describing this evolution for the specific case

of a triplet system in zero-magnetic field and distinguish the various temper-

ature regions according to the relative values of the decay rates k. and the

SLR rates w... It will be clear that in the presence of a magnetic field the

triplet system may be described in a similar way. In section 3.3 we discuss

the techniques used for measuring the SLR rates. Finally, in section 3.4 we

present the experimental arrangements.

3.2 THE RATE EQUATIONS DETERMINING THE POPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPIN

LEVELS OF THE TRIPLET STATE IN ZERO-MAGNETIC FIELD

In fig. 3.1 we illustrate the different dynamic processes which deter-

ine the population distribution ovzr the triplet sublevels T. (i = x,y,z),m

1. the populating rates P.,

2. the total decay rates k. consisting of a raaiative part k. and a non-

radiative part,

3. the spin-lattice relaxation rates w.. from x. to T..
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ig. 3.1. The kinetic parameters that determine the population distribution

over the triplet sublevels in zero-magnetic field.

The master equations that describe the time evolution of the populations

^ of the three magnetic states x. are given by

dT Nx - Px

h \ = P
xy

yz

Nx + wyxNy + wzxNz

A- - (kz

We assume that the experiments are performed under the condition of low in-

tensity excitation into the singlet system so that the relative populating

rates P̂^ are not affected by depletion of the ground state. Further, since

the Boltzmann factor at the temperatures of interest is close to unity, we

take w.. = w...

The rate constants determined by the optical pumping process, P.

and k^, are essentially temperature independent in the low temperature range

of interest whereas the SLR rates usually increase with increasing tempera-

ture. On changing the temperature one therefore generally observes a con-

siderable variation of the ratio between the relaxation rates w.. and the
ij

aecay rates k^ According to the value of this ratio, one may distinguish
three temperature ranges (Sixl, 1971).
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a. The low—temperature region of •isolation

This region is determined by the condition that the relaxation rates

w.. are negligible relative to the decay rates ki to the ground state SQ.

Equations(3.1) then simplify to

dN

dt

dNy

dt

dNz
dt

X

- P -
y

= P z -

X X

k N
y y

k N
z z

(3.2)

When this condition applies, information about the spin-lattice relaxa-

tion can not be obtained. Instead, one can take advantage of this situation,

which often occurs at temperatures below 2 K, to measure the decay rates and

relative populating rates of the individual spin components (Schmidt et al.,

1971).

b. The intermediate region

When the SLR rates w-. are of the same order of magnitude as the decay rates

k., the population distribution not only is determined by the populating and

decay processes but also by the SLR rates. The equations(3.1) then present a

considerable problem since they contain all nine kinetic parameters P., k.

and w. ..

Zuclich et al. (1974) simplified this problem via continuous saturation

of one of the zero-field transitions with a resonant microwave field. Then a

new set of only two coupled differential equations remains and the solution

for the time evolution of the spin-state populations simplifies considerably.

An alternative method for obtaining the SLR rates in this intermediate region

has been developed by Antheunis et al. (1974, 1975). He observes the change

in the steady-state situation brought about by saturating one of the zero-

field transitions. The steady-state population distribution is determined by

all kinetic parameters and thus, in the case that the P-'s and k.'s are al-

ready known, the w..'s follow from a measurement of the changes in the steady-

state population distribution upon saturation of the zero-field transitions.

In actual practice it appears that the accuracy of these two methods for



determining the individual SLR rates critically depends on whether the

saturation condition really obtains for each of the three transitions. This

often poses serious experimental problems for the following reasons. First,

the zero-field transitions usually are inhomogeneously broadened and one has

to apply a frequency modulation to cover the whole linewidth. This, of course,

reduces the effective microwave field felt by the individual spin-packets and

makes it more difficult to saturate the transition. The second, more serious

problem is the inhomogeneity of the microwave field in the helix mounted around

the sample (see section 3.4). The molecules in the crystal are subjected to a

microwave field that strongly depends on the position in the helix and it thus

may happen that part of the molecules never attain saturation. Further, it

will be clear that saturation of the zero-field transitions is the more diffi-

cult the faster the relaxation, i.e. the higher the temperature.

In addition to the problem related to the condition of saturation two

further difficulties should be mentioned. First, in systems with only one

radiative level, microwave induced transitions between the two "dark" levels

are difficult to observe and in particular the saturation condition is diffi-

cult to check. Second, in the method of Antheunis one obtains the SLR rates

by comparing the population distribution in the presence of SLR with the

situation of isolation. Often, complete isolation does not occur even at the

lowest temperature and this may introduce a large systematic error in the

calculations.

Finally, it appears that in many systems studied thus far the intermediate

region corresponds with a very small temperature range. For instance, in

quinoxaline in naphthalene-dg it extends from 1.7 - 2.2 K and in naphthalene

in durene from 1.3 - 1.8 K. In view of the experimental difficulties and the

limited temperature range where information may be obtained we have pre-

ferred to perform our measurements in the temperature range where the SLR

rates w.. exceed the decay rates k..

a. The high-temperature region of dominant relaxation

If we are in a situation that SLR processes are fast compared to the P.

and k̂ , the short time behaviour of the populations of the triplet sublevels

may be approximated by the following set of three differential equations
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+ w ") N + w N + w N
xzJ x yx> zx

dN.
—5- = _ fw + w ) N w N w N
dt l xy xzJ x yx> zx z

dN

if = ' t"yz + V Ny
dN

Z
"dF = ' (Wzx + wzy) Nz + wxzNx + wyzNy "

Summation of the three equations yields

4r (NY + Nv + N,) = 0 , (3.4)

which means that during the relaxation process the total triplet state popu-

lation remains effectively constant. As a result, only two of the three

differential equations (3.3) are independent and the general solution for

the N- describing the evolution from a non-equilibrium value to equilibrium

is given by a bi-exponential function

\ + \ f

N.(t) = c , e 1 + c. 2 e 2 + c. , (l = x,y,z) . (3.5)

The constants c. ,, c- _, c- , depend on the particular level T. and on the

initial conditions. The time constants X and X2, however, only depend on

the relaxation rates w. . (Antheunis, 1974),

X. ,„, = (w + w + w ) +
1, (2) *• xy yz zxJ (-)

{w fw - w ") + w (w - w ) + w fw - w )}2 . (3.6)
xy xy zxJ zx *• zx yz yz *• yz xy

and thus

(X1 + X2)/2 = (wxy + wyz + wzx) = 3 w . (3.7)

We see that the mean relaxation rate w in the case of dominant relaxation

can be obtained simply from the two time constants appearing in the bi-

exponential decay of the phosphorescence intensity after a perturbation of

the population distribution over the spin levels (cf. section 2.4).

The individual relaxation rates in the dominant relaxation region in

principle can also be obtained with the help of saturation experiments. When

saturating for instance the T. - T. transition an effective two-level
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system is created which will decay to the equilibrium population distribution

with a rate

xij • I (wu + V •
By combining the results of three of such saturation experiments one can find

the individual relaxation rates w... In actual practice, however, we have run

into the same experimental problems as encountered before~in~the—saturation

experiments in the intermediate region. The experimental results critically

depend on the attainment of saturation and often large spreads occur in the

values derived for the w...

In view of the experimental problems related to the saturation experi-

ments here we only consider the average relaxation rate w from the bi-expo-

nential decay in the phosphorescence intensity. The advantage is that one

obtains reproducible values for \v because the results are independent of the

initial and final population of the triplet sublevels.

3.3 THE MEASUREMENT OF THE SLR RATES

We have obtained the time constants X.. and X- (3.5), which yield the

average relaxation rate w in the temperature region of dominant relaxation,

from the time dependence of the phosphorescence intensity after perturbing

the population distribution of the triplet sublevels. Two methods have been

used to create a non-equilibrium situation:

l.By sweeping a microwave field through one of the microwave transitions.

We shall call this method the Microwave Induced Phosphorescence (MIP) expe-

riment.

2.By exciting the molecules with a short laser flash. We shall call this method

the Flash Excitation (FE) experiment.

In fig. 3.2 we show an example of the first kind of experiment. Here in

zero-field the sample of naphthalene in durene is irradiated continuously at a tem-

perature of 2.9 K until an equilibrium population distribution is established over

the triplet sublevels. Then, suddenly, a microwave field is swept through the

T Z - T X transition at 3.44 GHz and population is transferred from the dark

level T to the radiative level T and an abrupt increase of the phosphores-

cence is observed. From the decay two rate constants are obtained: X1 =
-1 -1

1600 s and X_ = 320 s . The accuracy of such experiments usually is of
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3.2. The change of the phosphorescence intensity of a sample of 0.1%

naphthalene-hn in durene-hj. upon a sudden sweep through the

x - x transition. The experiment is performed during continuous
£J X

irradiation with UV-light at a temperature of 2.9 K in the absence

of a magnetic field. The decay rates observed are short compared

with the triplet lifetime of about 3 s.

the order of 20%. It will appear in the next chapter that the SLR rates

generally strongly depend on the temperature. As a result the reproducibility

of the experiments is mainly determined by the stabilization of the tempera-

ture.

time (1 ms/div.)-

Fig. 3.3. The phosphorescence intensity of a sample of quinoxaline-d„ in

durene-h14 upon flash excitation (a). Curve (b) has been taken

in the presence of a microwave field saturating the low-frequency

T - xg transition. T = 4.2K. Both recordings are taken in zero field.

In fig. 3.3 we show an example of the second kind of experiment. Here

the system quinoxaline-dfi in durene-h14 (Q-D) is irradiated with a flash of

t
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a frequency-doubled, flashlamp pumped dye laser with a duration of about

1 ys. Immediately after the flash the population distribution is proportional

to the populating rates P., i.e.

Nx(0) : Ny(0) : NzCO) = Px : Py : Pz « 2 : 2 : ,100 ,

(Schmidt et al., 1971). In the system Q-D the top level x dominates in the

populating process and thus immediately after the flash practically all

molecules reside in x . Since x also is the most radiative level we observe

an intense phosphorescence. Then SLR sets in and 2/3 of the molecules will be

transferred to the two dark levels. This is almost exactly v?hat is observed;

the phosphorescence first decays quickly to about one third of the initial

intensity after which the slow decay of the triplet state to S starts which

is unobservable on this timescale. In fig. 3.3 we also show the decay of the

phosphorescence when the x - x transition at 1.2 GHz is saturated continu-

ously. Then half of the population immediately is transferred to the dark

level x . The phosphorescence intensity starts at about half the intensity

observed in the unsaturated case but it decays to the same final value within

10 ms.

The advantage of the laser flash excitation method is that a considerable

non-Boltzmann population distribution is generated independent of the tempera-

ture. On the other hand the signal often is contaminated with light from im-

purities in the crystal and fluorescence from windows and filters. A solution

to this problem is to use a monochromator set on one of the peaks in the phos-

phorescence spectrum, but then the amount of light falling on the detector is

reduced considerably. The microwave induced signals on the other hand can be

observed without using a monochromator. Here the time dependent signals origi-

nate from the molecule studied and fluorescence from impurities etc. merely

gives a continuous background. A disadvantage of the MIP method is of course

that the signals decrease with increasing temperature.

The choice between the MIP or flash excitation method depends on the

system and the temperature where the experiment is performed. In weakly phos-

phorescing systems it proves advantageous to use the MIP method, whereas the

laser flash excitation is to be preferred for strongly phosphorescent systems.
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3 . 4 THE EQUIPMENT

Cryogenics

Our measurements have been performed in the temperature range from 1.1 K

to 50 K. Two types of cryostats have been used. An example of the f i r s t type,

covering the temperature range from 1.1 - 4.2 K, i s shown in f ig . 3.4. I t i s

I

LIQUID
NITROGEN

Fig. 3.4.

Bath cryostat for temperatures

between 1.1 K and 4.2 K.

i

a conventional bath cryostat with a quartz window in the bottom, in which the

temperature is controlled via the vapour pressure above the helium bath. This

type of cryostat has been used for the experiments in a magnetic field where

only a limited space is available between the pole caps. For the zero-field

experiments we have used a similar cryostat with side windows. The bath cryo-

stats have been designed and built in our laboratory by J. van den Berg and
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n

Fig. 3.5. Gas flow cryostat for temperatures between 4.5 and 70 K.
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J.A.J.M. Disselhorst.

An example of the second type o£ cryostat is shown in fig. 3.5. It is a

gas flow cryostat, constructed by Leybold Heraeus, in which the temperature

may be varied continuously between 4.5 and 70 K. This dewar contains two helium

chambers; one for storage of the liquid helium [A) and a separate chamber

which contains the sample (B). Since the pressure in this second chamber is

kept a little lower than in the first one the helium is forced to flow through

a valve (V) and a capillary (C) into a porous metal plug (P). This plug serves

to attain a homogeneous distribution of the helium entering the second chamber.

Here the helium is evaporated by an electric heater (E). The temperature of

the gas flow is stabilized by an electronic unit which measures the resistance

of a thermistor in the experimental space and which controls the electric

current through the heater. The variation in the temperature is of the order

of 0.1 K. The cryostat shown in fig. 3.5 lias side windows and is used in the

zero-field experiments. Another with a window in the bottom has been used in

the magnetic-field experiments.

The zero-field equipment

In fig. 3.6 we present a schematic diagram of the experimental arrange-

[counterl

p.-wave
oscillator

) —^- PIN

M0N.2+
P.M.

AV
I

LI.

recorder

Fig. 3.6. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement used for the
measurements in zero field.
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merit used for the measurements in zero field. It has been used for recording

the phosphorescence spectra, for measuring the zero-field transitions and the

SLR rates.

The light from a HBO 200 Watt mercury arc COsram) first passes through a liquid

solution filter (F) of 240 g/1 NiSCy 6H20 and 45 g/1 CoSo4-7H2O (Kasha, 1948)

and then through a 10 cm Focif lex monochromator (MON. 1) with a band pass of

about 10 nm. The wavelength of the exciting light depends on the system stu-

died but usually has been around 310 nm. The light reaches the sample through

a set of Suprasil I quartz windows in the side of the cryostat. For most of

the flash excitation experiments we have used a Chromatix CMX-4 tunable dye

laser pumped with a Xenon flash lamp. The frequency of the laser light is

doubled with a set of KDP crystals. Using Rhodamine 6G or Keton Red S as a

dye one may vary the excitation wavelength between 290 and 330 nm. T^R laser

flash with a duration of about 1 ys and an energy of about 300 yJoule is

filtered by a Schott und Gen. UG-5 glass filter before being focussed on

the sample.

The phosphorescence emitted by the sample is detected at right angles

with respect to the exciting beam. The phosphorescence spectra are obtained

by focussing the sample on the entrance slit of a 0.5 m Spex monochromator

(MON. 2) equipped with a holographic grating of 1800 lines/mm and an EMI 9558

photomultiplier. In most of the ODMR experiments and in the SLR measurements

the phosphorescence of the sample is focussed directly on an EMI 9524B photo-

multiplier via a set of variable bandpass filters (Optics Technology). The

output of the photomultipliers is either fed into a recorder or to a signal

averager (HP 5480A or Nicolet model 527) in order to improve the signal-to-

noise ratio.

The microwaves are generated in a HP 8690B power supply with a backward

wave oscillator or a YIG-tuned oscillator. One percent of the output is fed

into a HP5246/5254 frequency counter but 99% is guided via an isolator to a

PIN-diode switch. The modulated microwave signal can be amplified in a Varian

travelling wave tube amplifier to a maximum power of about 10 Watt. Via a cir-

culator it reaches the helix, which is mounted around the sample. The advantage

of the PIN diode is two-fold. First, in the MIP menjurements it allows us to

switch on the high power of the microwaves only during the actual passage of

the microwave frequency through resonance. In this way one prevents excessive

heating of the sample. Secondly, it is used to modulate the microwave power in

the ODMR experiments for determining the positions and shapes of the zero-field
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transitions. The resulting modulation of the phosphorescence then is observed

with phase-sensitive detection. For this purpose a PAR 5101 lock-in amplifier

is used.

Relaxation experiments in a magnetic field

We have measured the SLR rates in naphthalene in durene as a function of

the direction of the magnetic field. This experiment is performed in a way,

similar to the SLR measurements in zero field (see fig. 3.2). The crystal,

mounted in a suprasil quartz tube, is surrounded by a helix and may be rotated

about a horizontal axis. Since the magnet can be rotated about a vertical axis

the external field in this way can be made parallel to any of the principal

axes. The phosphorescence intensity is detected, via a quartz light pipe and

an optical bandpass filter, by the HMI 9524B photomultiplier. The SLR rates

are found by sweeping the microwave field through a resonance line and moni-

toring the resulting time-dependent behaviour of the phosphorescence inten-

sity. The magnetic field strength is always chosen such that one of the

Am = + 1 transitions is at a frequency of 6 GHz.

3.5 THE SYSTEMS STUDIED

In table 3.1 we have listed the systems studied. They are all dilute

crystalline solutions of guest molecules in a host material. In the last

column we have indicated the ordering of the triplet sublevels. In anthra-

quinone the directions of the spin axes have not been determined. In analogy

with parabenzoquinone we assume that z is parallel to the C = 0 bond and that

x is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule (Veenvliet and Wiersma, 1975;

Drabe, Veenvliet and Wiersma, 1975). Further we have given the decay rates of

the different sublevels to the ground state (Schwoerer and Sixl, 1969] Schmidt

et al., 1971; Avarmaa et al., 1977).

In table 3.2 we have given the zero-field splittings of the three guest

systems in their host crystals. The preparation of the crystals is described

in the appendix.
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Guest Host

X Z

Naphthalene-ho,-doo o

X 2

Quinoxaline-h,,d,

X

0

ODD
Anthraquinone-ho

Durene-h14

Naphthalene-d,

Durene-h14 ,-d14

Naphthalene-dg

n-Heptane

0
II

OGO
Anthraquinone-d

8-

Decay rates cf the triplet sublevels

7s-V

O.2S"1 r

N-hc

izos-V^

0.8 s"1 "

O.As"1 ,-
0-h,

800sV

LOs-1

Table 3.1

.by

•XX
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I

guest/transition

Naphthalene-hg

T - T
x y

T - X
y z

T - T
Z X

Ouinoxaline-h,
o

T - T
x y

Ty " TZ

T - T
Z X

Anthraquinone-h8

T - T
Z X

Ty " Tz

host/zero-field

Naphthalene-cL

2520

923

3443

Naphthalene-do
o

2347.7

1130.4

3478.1

Anthraquinone-d

10998

10665

splitting (MHz)

Durene-h..

2596

941

3537

Durene-d .

2454

1188

3642

„ n-Heptane

9030

8778

Table 3.2.
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We have studied the spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) in the lowest triplet state of naphthalene present as a guest in a durene
host from 2 to 4 K. From the temperature dependence we obtain strong evidence that in this system SLR, within the lowest
triplet state, is determined by phonon absorption to nearby vibronic states. This description is supported by the occurrence
of a hot band in the phosphorescence spectrum and by the results of electron resonance experiments in zero field, which
show a temperature dependence of the resonance frequency of the zero-field transitions.

1. Introduction

On spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) in the lowest
triplet state of organic molecules many experimental
data have been published [1-7] . In particular, exten-
sive results are available for the molecules naphthalene
and quinoxaline diluted in single crystals of durene
[1,4-7). for which one has measured the influence
of the orientation and the strength of a magnetic field,
the temperature, and concentration and deuteration.

Wolfe [4], Schwoerer et al. [7] and Konzelmann
et al. [1] have reported that the temperature depen-
dence of the SLR in both systems may be written as
W = aT+ bT". The first term was thought to represent
a direct relaxation process, while *!:s second term was
attributed to a Raman process. The value of the power
n varied between 5 and 9 depending on the system
studied. Some authors [2,7], however, point to the
fact that the experimental accuracy does not really
permit to distinguish between a Raman process and a
process which depends on a Boltzmann factor
exp(- bEjkT). In this letter we present experimental
material from which we conclude that the latter de-
scription is physically correct and that spin-lattice
relaxation processes take place via low frequency
phonon modes localized at the triplet impurities [8].

2. Experiments and results

We have measured the mean SLR rate W, in the ab-
sence of a magnetic field, from the two time-constants,
which determine the decay of the phosphorescence in-
tensity, when a system relaxes from a non-equilibrium
population distribution over the triplet sublevels to a
Boltzmann equilibirum [4]. The non-equilibrium situa-
tion was created by sweeping through a resonance line
with microwaves, thus saturating a microwave transi-
tion, while the system was continuously irradiated
with UV light [3J. Fig. la shows H'as a function of
the inverse temperature T~ for three slightly differ-
ent systems of naphthalene in durene (N/D): two sys-
tems with different guest concentrations (0.1%N-
hsID-hl4 and i%N-/zg/D-/r14) and a third system in
which the guest molecules are perdeuterated (3%N-
c/g/D-/7j4). Most of our information on relaxation per-
tains to N-/ig/D-/i14 (0.1%). For this system the depen-
dence of W on temperature is well described by a
Boltzmann factor exp(-SE/kT) with an activation
energy bE - 16 ± 2 cm"1, corresponding to the slope
of the straight line drawn in fig. la. For the other two
systems the SLR rates have been determined at a few
temperatures only, but there is no indication that W
is significantly different. The latter finding is in good
agreement with the results of other papers [4,6], in
which in similar systems no isotopical or concentration
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Fig. 1. (a) Hie average SLR rate Ii'= (ll ' t v + H'v- + Il'rvV3 fcf. ret". [3]) as a function of T~! for three systems of naphthalene in
dunne in the absence of a magnetic field. It' was calculated from the two time constants \ i , \ 2 with which the phosphorescence
decays to Boltzmann-equilibrium after a sweep through the h:gli frequency Tz •* Tv transition: H' = (\t + \ 2 ) / 6 ( s e e ref- [3] >•
(b) The intensity of the hot band in the phosphorescence spectrum of naphthalene-Jg in durene-/i l 4 , normalized with respect to
the intensity of the origin, as a function of 7 " ' . ft-) Resonance shifts of the optically detected zero-field ESR transitions as a func-
tion of 7'"1 in naphthalene-u'g in durene-//14. The resonance lines were detected with amplitude modulation of the microwave
power together with phase sensitive detection. On raising the temperature the Tv — Tv transition shifts to a higher frequency; the
I'v ~ Tr and T j " T^transitions shift to lower frequency, (d) Broadening of the line of the optically detected liSR transitions as
a function of T~l in naphthalene-t/g in durene-/; I 4 . Detection with amplitude modulation of the microwave power together with
phase sensitive detection.

effects on Sf.K have been found.
We have sought further evidence that there is a

vibrotiic band close above the phosphorescent triplet

state, that is involved in the SLR process. Chereson
et al. [9| have observed that the origin of the plios-
phoresL-ence spectrum of N-c/(j/D-c/i4 at 2 K is follovv-
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ed by a progression with a spacing of about 17 cm ' .
They attribute these lines to phonon modes localized
at the positions of the guest molecules. We have ob-
served in IWy'!)-//]4 that on laising the temperature
a hot band appears in the phosphorescence at 12 ± 2
cm"' from the origin. As shown in fig. 1b, the relative
intensity of this hot band with lospoct to that of the
0 0 band depends upon the lempeiature with an ac-
tivation energy ft/:' = 14 + 3 cm ' . We attribute this
level to a local phonon mode, which piobably corre-
sponds to that obseived by C'hereson et al. in the
ground state.

It has been pointed oui by van 't Hof and Schmidt
[10| that transitions between close lying triplet states
may influence the observed resonance frequency as
well as the coherence of the /.ero-field transitions be-
tween the spin-components of the lowest tiiplet state.
In analogy one would expect the same phenomena to
occur in the system N/D. Indeed in N-</8/D-//14 we
have observed a shift in resonance frequency for all
three /ero-field transitions as a function of the tem-
perature. The results are given in fig. Ic. All three
resonance shifts show the same temperature depen-
dence with an activation energy of 16.5 ± 2 cm" ' .
Whereas the high- and low-frequency transitions shift
to a lower frequency, the third transition shifts to a
higher frequency with increasing temperature. Further-
more, we have obseived a bioadening of all resonance
lines on raising the temperature. The increase in line-
widths as a function of temperature is shown in fig. Id
and it also may be described by the same activation
energy of 16 ± 3 cm"1 for the three transitions.

3. Discussion

From our experiments ive conclude that in N/D a
local phonon slate of the lowest triplet exists. The val-
ues tor the energy separation found from spectral data
(* 12 ± 2 cm"1) do not quite coincide with those from
the resonance phenomena and spin-lattice relaxation
(^ 16 ± 2 cm~'). Apart from small experimental inac-
curacies we attribute this to the fact that in the latter
experiments higher phonon-excited states might play
a role on raising the temperature, thus causing a higher
activation energy to be observed.

The N'/D system is not the only system we have
examined. The different types of experiments de-

scribed above have also been performed on quinoxaline
in durene (Q/D), with analogous results to be publish-
ed later.

A furiher support for the idea that a higher lying
local phonor stale is involved in the SLR of naphthal-
ene in durene is provided by our experiments on an
isotopieaUy mixed crystal of naphthalene. In tins sys-
tem the local modes are not observed in the phospho-
rescence spectrum because the guest molecules only
weakly perturb the host crystal [9]. Here we find that
the SLR rates are temperature independent [7| and
several orders of magnitude slower than in N/D.

Our conclusion from the above data is that SLR
within the lowest triplet slates of N/D and Q/D is in-
duced by transitions between close lying triplet states
(local phonon stales), presumably because the spin
axes in the vibrnnie stales do not coincide [111. Under
this assumption the magnetic field dependence of the
SLR, as reported in ref. 111, also may be explained.

Finally, we want to make a remark about the shift
and broadening of the resonance lines. From figs.
lc and Id we may deiive an estimate of the lifetime
of tne local mode involved. Using the model of van 't
Hof and Schmidt [IO|, we lind a value of r = I0" 9 s.
However, this value should be interpreted with caution,
because the above model has been derived under the
assumption of coinciding spin axes for the two triplet
states connected by the vibronic relaxation.
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SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION PROCESSES IN PHOTO-EXCITED TRIPLET STATES
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We have observed a temperature dependence of the direction of the principal axes of the zero-field splitting for the
triplet state of naphthalene in durene. The effect is caused by thermal excitation to a nearby local phonon state, where
the spin axes are rotated with respect to those in the lowest triplet state. With the help of a simple model we can give a
satisfactory explanation of the spin—lattice relaxation process in the lowest triplet state as a result of the thermal excita-
tion to the low lying phonon state.

I. Introduction

In a previous paper [1 ] we have shown that in the
system naphthalene in durene (N in D) a local phonon
state is involved in the spin—lattice relaxation (SLR)
in the lowest triplet state To of naphthalene. This con-
clusion is based on the following observations. First
the spin-lattice relaxation rates show an exponential
behaviour as a function of the inverse temperature
with an activation energy of about 16 cm" ' . Second,
on raising the temperature, a hot band appears in the
phosphorescence spectrum at about the same energy
from the origin, which we attribute to emission from
this higher lying local phonon state Te. Further we
have observed that the resonance frequencies of the
zero-field transitions also show an exponential depen-
dence on the inverse temperature with about the same
activation energy.

The above observations support the idea that the
SLR within the lowest triplet state To of Nin D is in-
duced by transitions between To and Te. We further
presume that the spin axes in the two states do not
coincide. The resulting SLR rates then are expected to
depend on the rates of transfer between the two states
and on the amount of rotation of the spin axes in Te

with respect to those in To .
In this paper we present results of EPR experiments

in which the directions of the spin axes have' been ac-
curately determined as a function of temperature be-
tween 1.2 and 50 K. The experiments are based on the
idea.that the directions of the spin axes as observed in
an EPR experiment, depend on the distribution of the
molecules over To and Te. Thus one expects that
these directions will be temperature dependent, if the
spin axes in To and Te are rotated with respect to each
other. It is exactly this effect that we have observed.

Our results show that the naphthalene molecule
rotates over a surprisingly large angle on absorption of
the local mode phonon. By using a simple model for
the jumping of the triplet excitation between To and
Te, and by using the value of the lifetime of Te ob-
tained from the linewidth of the hot band observed in
the phosphorescence spectrum, we derive an expression
for the SLR rates which accounts very well for the ex-
perimental results.

2. Experimental

Trie direction of the spin axes of naphthalene-rf8 in
durene-ft]4 (N-dg in D-/i14) has been determined with
a super-heterodyne K-band EPR spectrometer equipped
with a cylindrical TE011 cavity. The crystal, mounted
in a thin-walled suprasil quartz tube, can be rotated
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about a horizontal axis and the magnet about a verti-
cal axis. In this way the direction of the external mag-
netic field can be made parallel to any of the spin axes.

The temperature of the sample can be varied from
1.2 K to 70 K in a gas flow cryostat (Leybold-Heraeus).
The temperature is measured with a carbon resistor
which forms part of a Wheatstone bridge. This circuit
also is used for controlling the temperature of the cold
helium gas flowing along the sample. The accuracy of
the measurement of the temperature is about 0.5 K.
A window in the bottom of the cryostat allows the ex-
citing light to reach the sample.

The phosphorescence spectra of naphthalene have
been measured in another variable temperature cryostat
equipped with side windows. The principle of opera-
tion of this cryostat is similar to the one used in the
EPR experiments. The phosphorescence is detected
at right angles to the excitation beam with a 0.5 m
Spex monochromator, which has a holographic grating
of 1800 lines/mm: using 30 jum slits the resolution is
1.5 cm- 1 .

In the EPR and in the phosphorescence experiments
the sample is irradiated with a 200 W Osram high pres-
sure mercury arc via a liquid filter solution of NiSC^/
COSO4 in water. In addition a 10 cm Fociflex mono-
chromator set at a wavelength of 310 nm with a band-
width of about 10 nm is incorporated in the exciting
light path in the phosphorescence experiments.

3. Results

In fig. la we present the temperature dependence
of the direction of the spin axes of N-t/8 in D-/!14 as
determined in the EPR experiments. It appears that
the z-spin axis undergoes a rotation of more than 5°
in the .y-z plane upon a variation of the temperature
from 1.2 to 30 K. Within the accuracy of our measure-
ments, however, we do not observe a rotation of the
z-axis in the z—x plane. The third curve of fig. la
shows the rotation of the x-axis in the x—y plane: here
the rotation amounti to about 1°. In fig. lb we have
plotted the same results on a logarithmic scale as a
function of the inverse temperature. Up to 30 K the
rotation of z in y-z and* in x—y can be described by

with Si" = 14.5 + 2.5cm-1 ,0o o(ziri .y-z)= 10°, and

The experimental procedure for obtaining the
curves in fig. 1 has been as follows. The crystal is first
placed in the cavity such that the y-z plane of one
site in the unit cell, as determined at 1.2 K, is horizon-
tal. Then the direction of the magnetic field is varied
in the horizontal plane without changing the orienta-
tion of the crystal in the cavity. Since the x—y plane
of the second site is almost parallel to the v-z plane
of the first one (the difference is only 8°) the magnet-

(a)

Fig. 1. The change in direction of the spin axes within the principal planes of N-dg in \>h j4 as a function of the temperature (a)
and as a function of the inverse temperature (b).
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ic field then simultaneously rotates very nearly in the
x-y plane at site 2. At each temperature the projec-
tions of the spin axes on to the plane of rotation of
the magnetic field have been determined from the val-
ues of the resonance fields as a function of the direc-
tion of the magnetic field in a range of about 40°
around the principal axis. The extrema of these curves
are located by a fitting procedure to a second order
polynomial, with an accuracy better then 0.1°. The
curves in fig. 1 so obtained are called "z in>'—z" and
".v in x-y". Although in the experiments the plane of
rotation of the magnetic field does not coincide exact-
ly with the principal planesy-z of site 1 and x-y of
site 2, the error thus introduced in the determination
of the rotation of the spin axes is smaller than the ex-
perimental accuracy.

The curve "z in z-.v" results from a set of experi-
ments where the orientation of the crystal is varied.
Here the backlash of the gear system for orienting the
crystal limits the accuracy to about 0.5°. In order to
check that the orientation of the whole crystal did
not change during a series of experiments we finally
readjusted the temperature to its initial value and
again determined the direction of the extrema.

As discussed in our previous paper a hot band ap-
pears in the phosphorescence spectrum of N-rfg in
D-/i14 at 12 ± 2 cm"1 from the 0-0 line. In fig. 2 we
show a part of the phosphorescence spectrum around
the 0—0 line and the appearance of this hot band. The
intensity of this hot band relative to that of the 0 -0

naphthalene

durene
0-0

i

hot
band

101 K

38 K

21500 cm -m 2U00

Fig. 2. The phosphorescence spectrum of N-d8 in D-/i 14 in the
vicinity of the 0-0 band at 3.8 K and 10.1 K. In the high
temperature recording a line appears on the high energy side
of the 0-0 band, caused by transitions of the thermally ex-
cited local phonon state to the ground state.

1 IK"') 0.1

Fig. 3. The dots in this figure represent the broadening of the
optical linewidth of the 0-0 band in the phosphorescence of
N-dg in D-.''14 as a function of the reciprocal temperature.
The values have been obtained by subtracting the linewidth
at 1.2 K from the one observed at higher temperature. The
linewidth of the hot band has been indicated by the triangle.

line increases with temperature with an activation
energy of 14 ± 3 cm"1. Furthermore, we observe that
the linewidth of the 0-0 transition increases slightly
with the temperature, see fig. 3. Within the experimen-
tal accuracy ithis broadening may be described by an
exponential (function with an activation energy of
17 ± 4 cm" 1 . The 0-0 linewidth, extrapolated to in-
finite temperature, comes very close to the linewidth
of the hot band, indicated by a triangle in fig. 3. When
assuming tha.t this hot band is lifetime broadened we
find for the 1 ifetime of the local phonon state T « 1.5
ps.

4. Discussion

It is gratifying to see that the directions of the spin
axes of N-rfg in D-/;14 are temperature dependent and
that their be haviour can be described with an expo-
nential funct ion with an activation energy very close
to the value ipreviously found for the temperature de-
pendence of the SLR rates. We consider this a proof
of the correctness of our assumption that the SLR in
this system in. zero-field is caused by the excitation to
and decay from a local phonon state where the spin
axes are rotal:ed with respect to those in Tn.

When the triplet spins jump only between two
states separated by an energy SE, then the variation of
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4. 27ze naphthalene molecule in T and T and the dominant rotation of the y and z spin axes in the plane of

the molecule (left). In the center We have indicated the zero-field splittings in T and T . At the right

we have drawn the FVH frames for the x - x and x ' - x ' two-level systems in T and T respectively.
_j. zj^ y z y o e

The vector r, originally aligned along e in the lowest FVH frame, ends up along a parallel direction in

the upper frame after the transfer to T . Here it starts a precession around the new e'3 direction unc.er
an angle 2* and with a frequency u during the lifetime t . Then it is transferred back to TQ.
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I

the direction of the spin axes is expected to depend
on the temperature in the following way:

0(7*) =
exp(-5£7ftp
+ exp(-8£7A.-r)'

with <I> equal to the difference in the direction of the
spin axes in Te and To. At low temperature (1) reduces
to

- 8E/kT), (2)

in accordance with our observations. The present re-
sults show that the spin axes, upon the absorption of
trie vibrational quantum, rotate over a surprisingly
large angle of 10° in the.v-z plane, whereas the rota-
tion perpendicular to this plane is only 2°. It is reason-
able to assume that this rotation corresponds to a ro-
tation of the molecule as a whole which, on thermal
excitation to Te, assumes a somewhat different equi-
librium position in the lattice.

The SLR is thought to arise from the jumping be-
tween To and Te in the following way. When starting
in an eigenstate of Tn the triplet spins will be trans-
ferred to a superposition of the spin states of Te be-
cause the spin angular momentum will be conserved
during the transfer. Here, during the lifetime, the state
develops in time, and after the decay to Tn the spins
do not return to the sublevels of TQ from which they
departed. The excursion to Te thus leads to a redistri-

bution of the populations of the spin levels of TQ.
Here we shall present a simple model of this process.

Since the rotation in the y-z plane is by far the largest
and in order to simplify the discussion we assume that
molecules in Te and To are related via a rotation over
an angle <I> about the x-axis, see fig. 4. Then, in our de-
scription of the SLR, we can leave out the populations
of the x-components of To and Te and may deal with
a two-level system with exchange.

If the wavefunction of a molecule in an arbitrary
superposition of the components rv and TZ of To is
represented by

then the one particle density matrix of this molecule
is represented by

( aa* ab*\

« J- (4)
with aa* + bb* = 1.

Now consider what happens to a molecule that is
excited from To to Te. Since the spin axes of Te differ
from those in To the transfer is equivalent to a rota-
tion of the axes given by the rotation operator

( cos <£ —sin $ \

sin $ c o s $ /
(5)

Hence the resulting one-particle density matrix for the
molecule on arrival in Te at time t = 0 is

While in Te , p T will evolve in time according to

where if is given by

0

(6)

(7)

(8)

and cje is the zero-field splitting frequency in Te.
When the molecule is transferred back to the state To

at the time fe, we then have

Now we introduce the density matrix for the ensemble
of triplet molecules by taking the average of (9). Due
to the randomness of the excitation to and decay from
Te the off-diagonal elements in (9) disappear while fe
has to be replaced by the mean lifetime T of Te. As a
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result we find for the diagonal elements of Pxo(T)>

p , , = 5 { 1 + (an* '-"bb*)

X (cos2 2$ + sin2 2'P cos cjer)} ,

2 = \{\ -(aa* -bb*)

X(cos2 2<t> + sin- 2'i'cos w er)} . (10)

Apparently, each excursion of a molecule from TQ to
Te and back leads to an average reduction in the popu-
lation difference aa*- bb* of the spin levels by a fac-
tor

F= cos2 2<I> + sin2 2<t> cos u>er. (11)

The effect of the thermal excitation on the popula-
tion difference can be visualized by introducing the
geometrical model of Feynman, Vernon and Hellwarth
[2] (FVH) for a two-level system. This has been illu-
strated in fig. 4. Here the component r3 along the e3-
axis of the FVH frame of Tn represents the difference
of the diagonal elements of (4); r3 = aa* — bb*. The
FVH frame of Te. however, is related to the one of TQ
by a rotation over an angle 2<I> around e2. This can be
seen by performing the rotation of the axesy and z
with the rotation operator (5) on the density matrix
p-f (0). On the excitation to Te the component r3

will start a precession about e'j under an angle 2* and
with a frequency we. When the system is transferred
back tn TQ a reduction of r3 results which is deter-
mined not only by the angle 2<I> but also by the angle
of precession wefe.

With the help of the reduction factor Fwe are able
to derive an expiession for the order of magnitude of
the SLR rate 1/7"| between the two spin-levels TV, and
T. of Tn . If we define the probability for jumping
from T,0 • Te as W then

1/7*! M l -F)W = sin2 2*(1 - coscjer)W. (12)

We further assume that the rate W and the lifetime T
are related via the Boltzmann factor

Wr = exp(-S£7A-r), (13)

and hence the relaxation rate 1/7^ is given by

l/7-[ ^T- 1 s in 2 2 ' I ' ( l -cosw e r )exp(-5£y/ tD.(14)

Inserting the observed value * = 10° and the mean life-
time r = 1.5 X 10"12 s'derived from the .mewidth of

the hot band we find

1/r, * 3.5 X 106 exp (15)

This theoretical estimate of the SLR rate must be
compared with the experimental value [1]. Here we
have to realize that the experiment gives us the aver-
age relaxation rate in the triplet state, which is 3 times
slower than a dominant SLR rate between TV and T,.
We thus find from the experiments

1/JT, ^7X\06exp{-8ElkT)s-1 . (16)

As we see there is a surprisingly good agreement be-
tween the orders of magnitude of the theoretical esti-
mate and the experimental observations!

It is worth making a few comments on the above
interpretation. First the mean lifetime of Te is so short
that coeT ̂  1. This means that the triplet spins after
one excursion to Te have not completed a precession
about the new direction e'3 but rotate over a very
small angle only. Second one may expect that at
higher temperatures also higher local phonon states
will become involved. We think that the two points
measured at the highest temperatures of the curves
"z in j>-z" in fig. 1, which deviate from the exponen-
tial behaviour, are a manifestation of this phenomenon.
Third from the EPR experiments we know that all
three spin axes change their directions un thermal ex-
citation. As a result the jumping between TQ and Te

will cause SLR to occur between all three pairs of
spin-levels in To. The SLR rates are expected to de-
pend on the magnitude of the rotation of the spin axes
as well as on the zero-field splittings (12). From the
values measured for these rotations and the zero-field
splittings one predicts that the SLR rate between TZ

and Ty will be the dominant one. A strong anisotropy
in the SLR rates has indeed been observed by us, but
unfortunately it has not yet been possible to assign
the fast component of the SLR to a specific zero-field
transition.

5. Conclusion

We believe that the SLR caused by the jumping of
the triplet excitation to nearby local phonon states is
a common phenomenon in molecules dissolved in
foreign host crystals. For example we have observed a
similar temperature dependence of the directions of
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the spin axes of quinoxaline in durene. Further for
the system anthraquinone in ri-heptane we have found
that the SLR rates, as measured by Avarmaa and
Suisalu [3], may be interpreted as a sum of two terms:
one linear with the temperature and another depend-
ing exponentially on the temperature. The activation
energy derived from the latter is equal to the energy
of a hot band that we have observed in the phosphor-
escence. Moreover, we found a shift in resonance fre-
quency and a broadening of the resonance line which
may be described with a common activation energy
of 20 cm-1 .

Finally we want to emphasize, that ;-,i addition to
the mechanism described in this paper direct proces-
ses also contribute to the SLR in phosphorescent tri-
plet state molecules. In these direct processes the tran-
sition of a triplet spin from one spin level to another
corresponds with the direct absorption and emission
of a phonon. An example of a system where such a
process occurs is anthraquinone in H-heptane where
the relaxation term linear ii tempernture is evidence
for a direct relaxation process. Further one expects
that the relaxation caused by thermal excitation to
local phonon states will become less important when
a magnetic field is applied, because the difference in
the axes of quantization of the spins in TQ and Te will
be smaller the higher the magnetic field [4].
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C H A P T E R 5

THE EFFECT OF EXCHANGE BETWEEN TWO TWO-LEVEL

SYSTEMS WITH NON - PARALLEL EIGENVECTORS

1 INTRODUCTION

The effect of exchange on the line shape of NMR spectra has been the

subject of considerable interest because it allows one to obtain information

about a variety of dynamic processes like proton transfer or changes in

molecular conformation. Exchange narrowing of magnetic resonance lines has

i first been discussed by Gorter and van Vleck [1], and van Vleck [2] while

'f. later Anderson [5] gave a description of this effect with a so-called "random

frequency modulation model". Another way of approach has been introduced by

Gutowsky. Me Call and Schlichter [4] and Me Connell [5], who started by con-

sidering the Bloch equations for the spins at the different sites and then

added exchange terms to account for the transfer from one site to the other.

The problem later has also been treated by Kaplan and Alexander with the

help of density matrix techniques [6,7].

In all the models mentioned above the sites have the same eigenstates

but differ in their resonance frequencies. As a result of the exchange the

width and center frequencies of the resonance lines are affected and from the

temperature dependence of these two observables one may obtain the rate con-

stants and activation energies of the processes that induce the jumping of

the spins.

The effect of exchange has also been observed in electron spin resonance

spectra [S] and lately the theory has even been extended to optical transi-

tions [9]. Here we shall be concerned with electron resonance transitions
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between the spin components of molecules in the photo-excited triplet state

and more in particular with the effect on these transitions of "exchange" in

the form of stochastic jumps of the excitation between two nearby vibronic

levels. The first evidence for the importance of such processes for spin-

relaxation phenomena was adduced by van 't Hof in his study of the lowest

triplet state T of parabenzoquinone in zero-magnetic field [10]. His results

led him to the conclusion that an exchange process here takes place between

T and a higher lying vibronic state of the molecule T . He proposed a simple
O c

model to describe the effect of this type of process on the width and center

frequency of the zero-field transitions using the assumption (as in the above

N'MR experiments) that the spin eigenfunctions in T and T remain the same

but that the zero-field splitting is slightly different. This allowed him to

derive the properties of the excited vibronic level.

Recently we have found that exchange processes of a similar kind provide

a general mechanism for the spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) in phosphorescent

triplet states of aromatic molecules embedded in a foreign host crystal. Here

the exchange occurs between T and a state T where in addition to the elec-

tronic excitation a local phonon is excited. Since it appears that in mixed

crystals the absorption of the local phonon in general leads to a rotation of

the spin-eigenvectors of T relative to those of T the exchange results in a

redistribution of the spin levels of T , i.e. to an effective SLR process.

In the theoretical description of this "exchange" problem we are faced

with the difficulty that the two sites not only differ in their resonance

frequencies but also in the directions of their spin eigenvectors. One of the

few examples where this problem is discussed, is in the study of van der Waals

and de Groot [11] on triptycene where the triplet excitation jumps between

three sites with different principal directions. A theoretical description for

this special case, based on the theory of Anderson, has been given by Kottis

[12]. More recently Brenner et al. [13] have published a theoretical study of

the effect of energy transfer between translationally inequivalent triplet

state molecules on the coherence properties of the triplet spins.

In a previous paper [14] we have derived an expression for the SLR resul-

ting from the exchange process between the lowest triplet state T and the

local phonon state T . We simplified the problem by considering only two spin

states in T Q and the two corresponding ones in the upper state T . By calcu-

lating the effect of one excursion from T to T on the population distribu-

tion in T Q J and multiplying this by the number of excursions per second we
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obtained an expression for the SLR rates which proved to be in good agreement

with the experimentally observed values.

An attractive feature of this procedure is that it gives a clear picture

of the mechanism responsible for the SLR process but it does not account for

the shift and broadening of the resonance lines with the temperature which

also occur as a result of the exchange process between T and T . In order to

give a more complete description of the problem of exchange between two two-

level systems with non-coinciding eigenvectors we here solve the coupled

differential equations for their density matrices under the limiting condi-

tions that the lifetime of one system (T ) is very short and that its steady

state population is small compared to that in T (low temperature approxima-

tion). Our approach is a generalization of the method followed by van 't Hof

[10] for the simpler problem of two exchanging two-level systems with parallel

eigenvectors and it yields expressions for the frequency shift, the dephasing

time T and the SLR rate resulting from the exchange.

2 Sf'IX-SPIN AND SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION THROUGH EXCHANGE

BETWEEN TWO TWO-LEVEL SYSTEMS WITH NON-PARALLEL EIGENVECTORS

are

e, "

We shall consider the situation encountered in naphthalene in durene

where the triplet excitation jumps between the lowest triplet state T and

a close lying local phonon state T . From our ESR experiments [14] we know

that the three spin eigenvectors x ,, x , and x , in T are rotated with

respect to x,, x r and T_ in T , presumably because the molecule in T is ro-

tated slightly upon the absorption of the local phonon. In order to simplify

the discussion we consider the two-level system x - x in T , with a reso-

nance frequency w , connected via the jumps with the two-level system x , - x ,

in T , with frequency w . The eigenvectors T , x and x ,, T , are related to

each other via a rotation $ about the x-axis,

for

Tz' ~ Tz c o s * " T v
 s i n

T
yi - T z sin $ + x cos

(1)

Here we remark that in general the angle $ between the eigenvectors of the

exchanging two-level systems is only defined in the abstract Hilbert space.

For our special case of triplet state molecules in zero-magnetic field,

however, $ is identical to a rotation in real space.
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Ke shall describe the behaviour of the two two-level systems by the

I'cynman, Vernon Hcllwarth (TVH) model [15]- Here the evolution of the density

matrix for the system T - T r in T is given by the precession of a vector

r about a fie-ld to along the e^ axis of a vector space spanned by three unit

vectors, e ' e_ and <L. The evolution of x , - T , in T is given by the

precession of a vector R about a field w along the e.,' axis of a vector

space with unit vectors ~e,\ e ' and e,'. Hence in the absence of jumps

between the two states

d R "* u
-rr =01 X R

dt e
dr -> ->•
-;- = u x r
dt o

(2)

We have shown in our previous paper [14] t ha t when (T , X r) and (x , , x ' )

a r e in terconnected according to (1) then the two corresponding FVH spaces

'1
c_' and e

1' 2'
e, are related to one another via a rotation over

an angle 2<I> about the e_ axis,

Cj1 = e1 cos 2$ + e3 sin 2$

e, ' = -e, sin 2$ + e, cos 2$

(3)

We assume a stochastic transfer process described by a probability W

for the jumps from T to T and a probability x for the inverse process,

where T is the mean lifetime of T . We further assume that the rates W and
-1 e

T originate from an interaction with a phonon bath in thermal equilibrium
thus

Wx = exp{-6E/kT} . (4)

Under the assumption that during the transfer the spin angular momentum is

conserved, the coupled differential equations for the time evolution of the

components of R and r along the unit vectors ?,, e2, e, then can be written

as ''\
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— R. = -u> cos 2$ - T"
1

j- R2 = to cos 2$ Rx - ue sin 2$ R3 - T~ R2 + Wr2 (5)

R = wg sin 2$ R3 + W r3

d r -
dt rl "

+ x"1 R,

dt"r2 "
+ T l R_ (6)

dt r3 "
+ T-1 R,

The next step is to transform to a frame rotating about the e, axis with a

frequency u . The equations of motion for the components of the vectors R

and r in this rotating frame become

dR1
1

"dt~

dR2'

~dT~
dR3'

~dF~

sin 2$ sin u> t R3' - (co cos 2$ - r"1 R • + W r]

(to cos 2$ - sin 2$ cos uot R3' - T"1 R2' + Wr2' (7)

sin 2$ cos u t Ro' - oi sin 2$ sin u t R,' - T" R T
! + Wr 'e o 2 e ol 3 3

dt lVrl

dt Wr2 (8)

dt

Since from this point on the discussion proceeds in the rotating frame we

shall, for simplicity of notation, drop the primes from the components of

R1 and r'.

We follow an approximative method to find the behaviour of the vector r

from the complicated set of equations (7) and (8). First we introduce the low-

temperature approximation by which the population of T is small compared to
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To, i.e.

WT = exp{-6E/kT} « 1 . (9)

Thus in good approximation the evolution of R, which describes what happens

during the brief excursion from T to T , may be considered as a perturbation

on r. One thus would like to solve R,, R_, R, from (7) in terms of r,, r~, r,

and substitute the resulting expressions in equation (8). In carrying out the

above stepwise solution we introduce a second approximation based on our

knowledge that the lifetime T of the local phonon state T is in the order of

only a few picoseconds whereas the time-dependent behaviour of the vector r

is determined by relaxation times T, and T~ of microseconds or longer [14,16].

This allows us to define a characteristic time x,, such that T,,T~ » x. » x,

during which r.., r~ and r., in the rotating frame do not change appreciably.

When solving R.jR^R from the set of equations (7) this means that we can

take the instantaneous values for r,,r2,r, and that we only have to consider

the long time solutions i.e. the steady state solutions of (7).

When carrying out the above procedure one obtains expressions for

R.,R9,R_ which contain terms oscillating at frequency u . These terms may be

averaged to zero because the exchange is a stochastic process. The resulting

expressions for R..,R R read as follows
t 1 2 3 ,
I &
I WT r 1 2 2 . 2 n ?!
>• R, = -rr- ( r , fl + •=- us x s i n 2$) - r_, fu cos 2$ - w ") x}

i N I Z e z e o
D W T r r - * ^ ^ 1 2 2 . 2
RT = -rr i r . fw cos / $ - u ) x + r_ (1 + •=- w x s m

2 N l v e eJ 2 v 2 e

R, = v r , {1 + (u

with

9 2 9 ~> ~>N = 1 + w " T sin" 2$ + (u cos 2$ - u )" T" . (11)
6 C ' O

Substitution of the expressions for R^R^.R in (8) yields
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d r , 1 1 ? ? ? 2 2 Wx

~dT = ' r l T { I We S 2 $ + ("e C 0 S 2 $ ~ ^ T } ~N~

WT
-r2 (ue cos 2$ - a)o5 -^

d r2 , „. . Wx
I T = rl C'°e C0S 2* " ̂  T ~

-r2 T"
1 {io)e

2 T 2 sin2 2$ + (u>e cos 2* - U Q )
2 x2} ^

d r3 -1 2 2 • 2 WT .
- ^ = ~r3 T a>e x s m 2$ -^

The set of equations (12) describe a precession of vector r with relax-

ation times T. and T~,

cj 2 T 2 sin2 2*
T " 1 = x"1 j— 1 j-^ exp{- 6E/kT} (13)

1 + u>e xZ sin 2$ + (ue cos 2* - a)Q) x''

2 2 2 2 2
§ u T sin 2$ + (u cos 2$ - to ) x

T,"1 = x"1 ? _ ^ 5 ° exp{- 5E/kT} (14)
1 + u x sin 2$ + (w cos 20 - OJ ) x

G G O

t and a resonance frequency shifted by

(w cos 2$ - a) )

e = =—= ^ 2 exP{" 6 E / k T } '
1 + u x sin 2$ + (u cos 2$ - ui )

from the frequency u .

5 DISCUSSION

The equations (13-15) which describe the time-dependent behaviour of the

two-level system x - x in T allows us to give a rather simple interpreta-

tion of the effects resulting from the exchange between T and T

(a) The expression for the SLR-rate T " is very similar to the one derived

in our previous paper [14]. Since to x = 10 the denominator N *= 1 and our
G

former expression for the SLR, apart from a factor 2, is identical to (13).
(b) The expression for 1 contains two contributions. The first one, apart
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from a factor 2, is identical to the expression for T and is the con-

tribution of the T, effect, caused by the rotation of the eigenvectors,

on the dephasing time T~. The second one is the dephasing caused by the

difference in effective resonance frequency between T, - T , ancl T i ~ T i

which also occurred in the expression derived by van 't Hof [10].

(c) The shift in resonance frequency simply is proportional to the difference

between iu cos 2$ (the component of u along the e~-axis) and w .

When applying the equations (13-15) to the problem of SLR for naphtha-

lene in durene we obtain a value for T, which proves to be in excellent

agreement with the experimentally determined values,as shown already in our

previous paper [14]. Further they allow us to determine the resonance fre-

quency of the T,, - T , transition in T . From our experiments we find

w e cos 2 $ - W Q = - 1 0 0 MHz and $=10° so that w -w =-34 MHz. The effect of the

jumping on T 9 has not yet been determined experimentally. Spin-echo experi-

ments are in progress to see whether the expression (14) gives a good account

of the temperature dependence of T_.

Concluding we can say that we have a very satisfactory mathematical model

for the exchange between the lowest phosphorescent triplet state T and a

nearby local phonon state with non-parallel eigenvectors. It allows us to

derive relatively simple analytical expressions for the SLR-rate, the spin

dephasing time and the frequency shift resulting from the exchange between

the two vibronic levels.
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We have measured the spin-lattice relaxation rates in the phosphorescent triplet state To of naphthalene in durene as
a function of the direction of the magnetic field. The orientational dependence of the relaxation is explained by thermal
activation to a close lying local plionon state where the spin axes are rotated with respect to those in To.

I. Introduction

Spin—lattice relaxation (SLR) in the lowest photo-
excited triplet state of aromatic molecules has been
the subject of considerable interest in the past decade.
One has studied the influence of the temperature, the
direction and strength of the magnetic field, the type
of host material and the concentration of the guest
molecules in the mixed crystals.

The dependence of the SLR on the magnetic field
has been studied in several systems [1—8]. It appears
that the SLR rates not only depend on the magnitude
of the magnetic field but also, very markedly, on the
direction with respect to the principal axes. Surprising-
ly enough, this orientational dependence of the SLR
rates does not follow the anisotropy of the splitting
of the triplet spin levels. As a possible explanation for
this behaviour it was put forward that librational mo-
tions of the guest molecule in the host crystal are re-
sponsible for the SLR (see e.g. ref. [5]). During the
preparation of this manuscript we received a preprint
of a paper by Dietz, Konzelmann and Port which
deals with the question of librations and SLR.

In this paper we shall show that the orientational
dependence of the SLR rates in the lowest triplet state
To of naphthalene in durene (N-D) in the presence
of a magnetic field can be understood by using our
model for the SLR in zero-magnetic field [9]. Here
we have shown that the SLR is caused by thermal ex-
citation to and decay from a nearby state Te in which,

in addition to the electronic excitation a local phonon
state is excited and where the spin axes are rotated
with respect to those in To- This model is supported
by the following experimental observations. First we
have found a temperature dependence of the SLR
rates in zero field in the liquid helium temperature
range, which points to an activation energy of 16 cm"1 .
Further a hot band is observed in the phosphorescence
spectrum at about the same energy from the 0—0 band,
which is attributed to emission from the local phonon
state Te [10]. Finally we have found that the direc-
tions of the spin axes also show a temperature depen-
dence from which, again, an activation energy of 16
cm"1 is obtained. From a simplified model, where we
only consider two spin levels of To and the two corre-
sponding ones in Te, we have derived an expression
for the SLR rate in zero field, which proves to depend
on the lifetime r of Te and the angle between the spin
axes in To and Te, i.e. on the rotation of the spin
eigenfunctions in Te with respect to those in To.

In the presence of a magnetic field one expects that
the SLR, as a result of the exchange between TQ and
Te, likewise depends on the rotation of the spin eigen-
vectors in the two triplet states. Following this idea we
have made a numerical calculation of these rotations
as a function of the direction of the magnetic field. In
the present paper we compare these theoretical results
with experimentally determined SLR rates and it ap-
pears that the angular dependence of the two curves
so obtained show a remarkable resemblance.
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2. Experimental

We have measured the SLR rates in the lowest tri-
plet state of N-D via the decay of the phosphorescence
intensity upon saturation of the high and low field
"Am = 1" transitions at a fixed energy separation of
6 GHz. In this manner we have determined the SLR
rates as a function of the direction of the magnetic
field.

The experimental set-up is as follows. The sample is
immersed in liquid helium at a temperature of 2.39 K.
The temperature is kept constant by stabilizing the
pressure above the helium bath. The UV light from a
200 W Osram high pressure mercury arc reaches the
sample via a liquid solution filter of NiSO4/CoSO4 in
water and a Schott UG 5 filter. The saturating micro-
wave power, provided by a HP 8690 sweep oscillator
is amplified by a Varian travelling wave tube amplifier
to about 7 W and then fed into a helix mounted around
the sample. The microwave frequency is swept through
the resonance transitions in about 100—200 us depend-
ing on the linewidth. In each sweep the microwaves are
only switched on during the actual passage through
resonance, so that the average power is kept below
5 raW. The crystal, with the help of a gear system, can
be rotated about a horizontal axis and the magnetic
field about a vertical axis. In this way the magnetic
field may be oriented in any direction with respect to
the molecular axes.

The phosphorescence intensity is detected via a
quartz light pipe and a 400 ran high-pass filter by an
EMI 9524B photomultiplier. The output of the photo-
multiplier is connected to a HP 5480B signal analyzer
which averages the decay curves induced by the sweep
of the microwave field through the resonance frequency.

3. Results

In figs, la and 2a we present the results of our
measurements of the average relaxation rate W between
the triplet sublevels of naphthalene in durene as a func-
tion of the direction of the magnetic field H for the
two principal planes x—y andy—z. The results have
been plotted in a polar diagram; the length of the vec-
tor from the center gives the SLR rate and its direc-
tion corresponds with the direction of the magnetic
field.

The experiments have been performed at a tempera-
ture of 2.39 K. We have chosen this temperature be-
cause here the relaxation rates are a^out two orders
of magnitude faster than the depopulating rates of the
individual spin components of the triplet state. In this
regime of dominant relaxation a non-Boltzmann popu-
lation distribution decays towards equilibrium accord-
ing to a bi-exponential function [3]. Thus, upon satu-
ration of one of the "Am = 1" transitions, we observe
two decay constants X, and X2 in the decay of the .
phosphorescence. The average (X( + X7)/2 is equal to
the sum of the three relaxation rates between the tri-
plet spin levels; one third of this sum is the average
relaxation rate W [11]. The curves in each figure corre-
spond with ihe two values of the magnetic field at
which a "Aw = 1" transition occurs for v = 6 GHz, the
frequency of the saturating microwave field.

In figs, la and 2a we have not given relaxation rates
for the low-field x and low-field z transitions. The rea-
son is that two of the triplet sublevels then are so close
together that the population difference between them
is almost zero. In this situation the contribution of re-
laxation between the two close lying levels to the aver-
age relaxation rate W is almost unobservable with our
optical detection method and the observed decay
curve does not give reliable information about the aver-
age relaxation rate.

In figs, la and 2a we have also drawn the directions
of the spin axes x', y and z of the state Tc in which
a local phonon of 16 cm"1 is excited. These directions
have been determined in a conventional EPR spectrom-
eter from the temperature dependence of the directions
of the spin axes [9].

4. Discussion

The results of our previous experiments [9,10] have
shown that the SLR in N—D in zero-magnetic field is
determined by an exchange process of the triplet exci-
tation between Tn and a nearby local phonon state Te.
Here we shall show that the same process is responsible
for the anisotropy of the SLR rates in the presence of
a magnetic field.

It is well known that the problem of site exchange
and its effect on magnetic resonance spectra has been
studied in great detail in NMR (for a review see e.g. ref.
[12]). In the theoretical models one considers the effect
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Iig. 1. (a) The average SLR rates between the triplet sublevels of To of naphthalene in durene as a function of the orientation of
the magnetic field in the x-y plane. The rates have been obtained by saturating either the "Am = +!" or "Am = - 1 " transition
at a frequency of 6 GHz and by measuring the recovery of the phosphorescence intensity. The SLR rate has been determined
every 10° and each point is the mean of two experiments, (b) The calculated average rotation 1 - \P I2 of the spin eigenstates in
the local phonon state Te with respect to those in To of N-D as a function of the orientation of the magnetic field in the x-y
plane. The field strength has been taken such that the energy difference of one of the "Am = 1" transitions always is equal to
6 GHz. We have used the relative orientation of the naphthalene molecule in To and Te as derived from ref. [ 9 ].

of exchange of nuclei (/ = 1/2) between two sites
which have the same eigenstates but differ in their
energy splitting. It appears that the jumping alters the
width and frequency of the resonance lines. From

these two effects one obtains the rate constants and
activation energies of the processes which induce the
jumping of the spins.

The first application of exchange models to mag- ! l
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Fig. 2. (a) The average SLR rates as a function of the orientation of the magnetic field in the y-z plane of the naphthalene mole-
cule. The experimental conditions are the same as in fig. la. (b) The calculated average rotation 1 - l/>|2 of the spin eigenstates in
Te with respect to those in To of N-Dasa function of the orientation of the magnetic field in the .y-z plane. The conditions are
the same as in fig. lb.

netic resonance in phosphorescent triplet state mole-
cules has been in the experiments of van 't Hof [13].
He observed that the resonance frequency and the
phase memory time Tj of the triplet spins in paraben-
zoquinone in zero-magnetic field are temperature de-
pendent. The two effects are caused by spin exchange

between To and a nearby vibronic state Te, where the
spin eigenstates are the same as in To but the energy
splittings slightly different. Recently it has been shown
by Harris [14] that the same exchange model can also
be used to explain the temperature dependence of the
resonance frequencies and the line widths of optical
transitions.
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In our case of N-D we are facing the more compli-
cated problem of exchange between two sites which
do not have the same eigenstates. From our previous
experiments, where we considered SLR in zero-mag-
netic field, we know that the exchange takes place be-
tween To and a close lying vibronic state Te where in
addition to the electronic excitation a local phonon is
excited and where the spin axes.x',y' andz' are rotated
with respect to the spin axes.x, y andz of To. If we
denote the zero-field spin states of To by TH (M = X,y,z)
and those of Te by TU>, then upon the excitation a
triplet spin which originally resides in an eigenstate TU

is transferred into a (non-stationary) superposition of
the eigenstates TH- because the spin angular momentum
is conserved during the transfer. In Te during the life-
time T the system evolves in time and as a result the
spin does not return to the given spin state from which
it departed. Thus the exchange not only affects the
resonance frequency and the dephasing time T2 of the
triplet spins, as in the case studied by van 't Hof, but it
also leads to a redistribution of the populations over
the spin levels, i.e. to an effective SLR process in To.

In our previous paper [9] we have derived an expres-
sion for the SLR rate in zero-magnetic field. We simpli-
fied the problem by assuming that only the two spin
states TV- and TV in Te differ from the two correspond-
ing spin states rv and T, of TQ. This is close to the real
situation, because the two in-plane spin axesy andz'
in Te are rotated by 10° about x with respect to those
in To , whereas x' deviates only 2° from x. That is, we
have solved the problem of two exchanging two-level
systems: T,, - r. in To and 7y — iy in Te. The ex-
pression that results for the SLR rate between r, and
TV has the following form

r f ' = 7- 1 sin2 2<i> (1 - cos COST) exp(-5/7A-r)- (1)

Here r is the average lifetime of Te , <I> the angle of
rotation of the spin eigenvectors i y , i y with respect
to TV , T, , o)e is the zero-field splitting frequency in Te

and bE the energy separation between To and Te. The
factor sin-2* represents the effect of the rotation of
the spin eigenvectors in Te on the SLR r;.te. The term
(1 - cos U>CT) is related to the evolution of the non-
stationary spin state in Te during the lifetime r. For
the present system the SLR rate calculated with expres-
sion (1) proved in good agreement with the experimen-
tally observed value.

If the rotation of the spin eigenvectors in Te is

small, as for our system, (1) can be approximated by

r f 1 *4T-1 sin2<I>0 - c o s w^expC-SE/fcD
(2)

= 4 T " 1 ( 1 - C O S 2 * ) ( 1 - cos u>er)exp{-

and the SLR rate between TZ and r then is proportion-
al to

(1 -cos2<I>)=l - KT,( l v > | 2 (u, u = v, i'' or z, z").

(3)

When considering the general situation with all
three spin eigenvectors in Te rotated with respect to
those in To the problem of the resulting SLR rate be-
comes much more complicated. Nevertheless we ex-
pect, for the triplet state in zero field, the factor

|<r TH .)|2 {u.u'=x.x'\y.y'\z,zl), (4)

which represents the average amount by which the
eigenvectors of To and Te are rotated with respect to
each other, to be proportional to the mean of the three
SLR rates in To.

It is obvious that the same ideas apply for the situ-
ation where an external magnetic field is present. Here
the amount by which the eigenvectors in Te are ro-
tated with respect to those in TQ depends on the
strength and direction of the magnetic field and thus
an anisotropic behaviour of the SLR rate is expected.
Following this idea we have made numerical calcula-
tions of the average rotation of the spin eigenvectors,
i.e. we have calculated the factor

ii
(5)

where />,,•• represents the scalar product of two corre-
sponding eigenvectors in To and Te. The results of
such calculations with the magnetic field in the x—y
and y—z plane are presented in figs, lb and 2b. In
these calculations we have used the values, for the
angles between the spin axes in To and Te, as derived
from our temperature dependent EPR measurements
[9]. Further we have taken the zero-field splittings in
To and Te equal. In order to compare the results with
the experimental findings, we have taken the strength
of the magnetic field such that the energy difference
of one of the "Am = 1" transitions always is equal to
6 GHz, the frequency of the saturating microwave
field.
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From the results in figs, lb and 2b it appears that
the magnetic field dependence of the factor (5) indeed
shows a remarkable resemblance with the measured
SLR ratesjt is to be noticed that the maximum value
of 1 — \P\2 does not exceed 0.003 whereas in zero-
magnetic field 1 - I P I 5 * 0.02. This is to be expected
because the Zeeman interaction is larger than the zero-
field splitting. The smaller value of 1 - \P\2 in a mag-
netic field, however, does not necessarily lead to slow-
er SLR. This can be seen from eq. (1), which shows
that the factor 1 — cos OJCT simultaneously increases
and counteracts the decrease of 1 - \P\2.

5. Conclusion

We consider the striking resemblance between the
angular dependences of the theoretical curves in figs,
lb and 2b, which represent the average rotation of the
spin eigenvectors in Te with respect to those in TQ,
and the results of our SLR measurements as a further
proof that the SLR in naphthalene in durene is caused
by thermal excitation to the local phonon state Te at
about 16 cm"1 . The nice feature of the system N-D
is that at low temperatures a single local phonon state
dominates in the SLR but this not necessarily needs
to be the case in all systems. For instance from results
on quinoxaline in durene we have strong indications
that there more than one local phonon state is in-
volved.

We believe that the mechanism found in N -D must
be a general phenomenon for molecules embedded in
a foreign host crystal because local phonons common-
ly appear in the spectra of such mixed crystals. For
crystals where the molecular symmetry axes lie in sym-
metry planes of the site, one would expect, however,
that these local phonon states do not correspond with
rotations of the molecule and that consequently the
SLR resulting from the exchange process between To

and Te then is slow.

One should not forget that in addition to the mech-
anism discussed above also direci SLR processes may
occur. Here tho transition of a triplet spin from one
spin level to another corresponds with the direct ab-
sorption and emission of a phonon. These processes

are expected to become important at low temperature
and high magnetic field. For instance when comparing
the SLR rates measured by Wolfe in N-D [3] at 23
GHz, with the magnetic field in the z—x plane, with
numerical results for the average rotation of the eigen-
vectors (5) the resemblance is somewhat less striking.
One obtains a satisfactory agreement by subtracting
the contribution of direct processes from the SLR
rates observed by Wolfe [3].
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C H A P T E R 7

SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION IN OTHER AROMATIC MOLECULES

7.1 INTRODUCTION

When considering the results presented in the three preceding chapters

one would expect that SLR caused by vibronic relaxation to local phonon states

is a general phenomenon in photo-excited triplet state molecules embedded in

foreign host crystals. In order to support this idea we have performed a number

of experiments on systems where the guest and/or host molecules differ from

naphthalene and durene. First we have studied naphthalene-hs in a host of naph-

thalene-dn. Further we present results on quinoxaline in durene (Q in D) or in

naphthalene-do (Q in N) and finally on anthraquinone-hR in a single crystal of

rc-heptane (AQ in H) or in anthraquinone-ds (AQ-hfi in AQ-do)- Although the

results often cannot be interpreted as simply as for N in D they clearly show

that in the chemically mixed crystals local phoncn states play an important

role in the SLR behaviour at temperatures below 10 K.

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Naphthalene-h8 in naphthalene-d8 (N-hg in N-dg)

In the isotopically mixed crystal N-ho in N-do the triplet state of the
8 _?

N-hg molecule forms a shallow trap of only 100 cm below the triplet exciton

band of the N-dg host material (Port and Wolf, 1968). As a consequence phos-

phorescence from the N-hg impurities can only be observed below 9 K; at higher

temperatures detrapping takes place. In fig. 7.1a we show the phosphorescence

spectrum of this system in the region of the 0-0 band. For comparison we present
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N-h8 inN-d8

_L

N-h8inD-hu

21200 21100 21350 cm" 21250

Fig. 7.1. a. The 0-0 band region of the phosphorescence spectrum of N-ha in
-1

N-dp. Resolution 1.6 cm . T - 5.6 K.
a

b. The 0-0 band region of the phosphorescence spectrum of N-hR in
—1

D-h-,.. Resolution 1.6 cm . T - 4.2 K.

o

X

LU

10"

0.25 0.5 0.75
reciprocal temperature (K"1)-

Fig. 7.2. The average SLR rate w in the lowest triplet state of N-hR in

N-dg as a function of the temperature for different concentrations

of N-hg in N-dg. For comparison we have also drawn the behaviour

of w in N in D.
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in fig. 7.1b the spectrum of N-hg in durene-h14. In the latter system the 0-0

band is accompanied by strong phonon side bands, caused by transitions to

(pseudo) localized phonon states in the ground state S . In the isotopically

mixed crystal these bands are absent presumably because the N-hg molecule

hardly perturbs the N-dg host crystal in contrast to what happens in the chem-

ically mixed crystal N-h,, in D-h,. (Kopelman, Ochs and Prasad, 1972).

The behaviour of the SLR rate w in N-ho in N-dQ also differs strongly from
o o

that of N in D. In fig. 7.2 we present results on crystals with various concen-

trations of N-ho. Thev confirm the zero-field measurements by Botter (1977) in
o

the same systems. The SLR rate w depends strongly on the concentration but

hardly on the temperature. Schwoerer et al. (1969, 1972) found similar results

in their experiments in a magnetic field. At a concentration of 0.01% the SLR

in zero field is so slow that even at 4.2 K the spin levels are completely

isolated! For comparison we have also drawn the behaviour of w in N in D.

Quinoxaline vn durene

\ In fig. 7.3a we show the behaviour of the average relaxation rate w for

; quinoxaline-h, in durene-h,. (Q-hfi in D-h,,) and in durene-d, . (Q~hfi in D-d,.)

• as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The curves do not depend mono-

! exponentially on T~ but rather must be described by a bi-exponential function,

i We further observe that deuteration of the host material has a small but measur-

1; able effect on the SLR rates. The activation energies for Q-h, in D-h, . are
- 1 - 1 -1

! 10.5+1.5 cm and 45 + 4 cm ; for Q-h, in D-d,, we derive 10.5 + 1.5 cm and

I 50 +_ 3 cm .

i In order to check whether the relaxation behaviour in this system is also

{ determined by the presence of local phonon states we have performed a similar

set of experiments as in N in D. We have tried to find hot band emission from

local phonon states in the phosphorescence spectrum. In fig. 7.4 we show re-

cordings of the region near the 0-0 band at 4.2 and 10 K. In Q-h, in D-d, . a

hot band emission can be observed, about 10 cm" from the 0-0 band, which gains

intensity at higher temperatures. Similar spectra have been taken for Q-d, in

D-h14 and Q-h, in D-h,.. The exact position of the hot band appears to depend

somewhat on the deuteration: we find for Q-d, in D-h,. 10.6 + 0.4 cm" , Q-h, in
_2 o 14 — o

D~h14 l2-sZ_l c m a n d Q"h6 in D-d14 10.6+_0.4 c m . In fig. 7.3d we have
plotted the intensity of the hot band with respect to the 0-0 band for Q-h, in

-1
D~d14 a s a f u n c t i o n o f T • The curve shows an exponential behaviour with an acti-

vation energy of 10.6 +_ 0.6 cm" . The linewidth of the hot band is about
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Fig. 7.3a. a. The average SLR rates w for Q~h# in D-d~4 and in D-hj..
curves indicate the presence of two activation energies; an
equal low energy value of about 10.5 cm~l and a high energy
value of 30 cm~l for Q-h in D-d-,, and 45 cm~l for Qrhe in D-hj^

b. The shift of the zero-field resonance frequencies of Q~ho in
D-dj4 as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The x - x
and iy - TZ transitions shift to lower frequencies. The third
TJJ-TJ, transition, below 50 K, shifts to higher frequency but
then reverses and shifts to lower frequency. Below 50 K the
three curves can be described with the same activation energies
as the curves for the average relaxation rates w.

c. The shift of the resonance frequency of the xx- xy transition
in Q-hg in D-dj4 above 50 K corrected for the shift observed
below this temperature. This curve may be described with an
activation energy of 125 am~l.

d. The intensity of the hot band at 10.6 cm in Q-h6 in D-dj4
relative to the 0-0 band. The activation ejiergy so derived is
10.6 +_0.6 cm~l.
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Q-h6 inD-du

10 K
4.2 K

j i .i

cm- 1 - 21600 21550

Fig. 7.4. The phosphorescence spectrum around the 0-0 band of Q-h~ in D-d,.

at 4.2 and 10 K. A hot band can be observed at about 10 cm from

the 0-0 band. The peaks at the low-energy side correspond with

transitions from T to local phonon states of S . Resolution
-10.9 cm

5 cm corresponding with a lifetime of 2 ps. Since the results of the SLR

suggest the presence of other higher lying local phonon states at about

30 cm , we have looked very carefully for their emission. A spectrum

taken at 25 K shows an extremely weak band with a linewidth of about

10 - 35 cm at about 50 cm" from the 0-0 band. Unfortunately we cannot

conclude with certainty that it corresponds with a local phonon state.

Just as for N in D the resonance frequencies of the zero-field transi-

tions shift with the temperature. The shifts for Q-h, in D-d,, are presented

in fig. 7.3b. Below 50 K the curves show a similar behaviour as the SLR rates

i.e. two activation energies of 10 cm" and 30 cm" can be derived. The T - T

transition can even be followed to 200 K and has an almost constant linewidth.

Above 50 K the transition rapidly shifts to lower frequency. This high tempe-

rature behaviour can be described with an activation energy of about 125 cm

as shown in fig. 7.3c. We think that here we observe thermal activation of a

molecular vibration.

The linewidthsof the zero-field transitions for Q in D broaden slightly

with increasing temperature. We have not been able to determine the exact
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temperature dependence because the intrinsic linewidths of the transitions

are relatively broad compared to naphthalene.

The directions of the spin axes as a function of the temperature also

have been determined in the system Q-d,. in D-h. .. The results, shown in fig.

7.5, have been obtained in the same way as for N in D (see chapter 4B) with

in

z iny-z

T (K)

Fig. 7.5. a. The change in direction of the spin axes in the principal planes

of Q~dg in D—hjj as a function of the temperature,

b. The same results as in a. as a function- of the inverse tempera-

ture .

the help of q. conventional K-band EPR spectrometer. From the semi-logarith-

mic plot in fig. 7.5b we derive an activation energy of 47 + 3 cm for the

results obtained above 15 K (T~ « 0.07 K " 1 ) . At lower temperatures we

believe that the curves must be described with a lower activation energy.

Owing to the relatively large uncertainty in the results in this temperature

range we are not able to derive a value for this energy with a reasonable

accuracy. Just as for N in D, we find that the rotation of the spin axes is

mainly in the plane of the molecule and that the perpendicular x-axis rotates

to a much smaller extent in the x-y plane. We conclude that the molecule in

the 45 cm local phonon -state is rotated in the plane over 10° and about its

long axis over 2°. We have indicated these rotations with respect to the

durene crystal axes in fig. 7.5c.
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i

?ig. 7.5. c. The directions of the spin axes in Q~dg in D-hj4 with respect to

the crystal a- and b-ax&s. The x- and z-directions ho.ve been

determined from ESR experiments, whereas the y-axes (saddle

points) have been constructed. The points xj, x%, z^, z^ are on

the front half and y-,, y2 on the rear half of the sphere. In the

durene crystal, the b-axis is a screw axis relating the two dif-

ferent sites. Assuming that the quinoxaline molecules- enter the

durene host substivutionally, the crystal a- and b-axes have

been constructed from the observed directions of the x- and z-

spin axes of the two quinoxaline sites. The arrows indicate the

rotation of the spin axes upon raising the temperature. The

rotations in quinoxaline in durene show exactly the same behav-

iour as naphthalene in the same host (see ahaptei 4B).



O-.iinoxaline-hr. in naphthalene-do (Q-h- in N-dn)o a o a

-1The triplet state of quinoxaline-h, forms a shallow trap about 90 cm

below the triplet exciton band of the host (Konzelmann, 1975). The SLR in

this system has been studied extensively by Schwoerer and coworkers ,

in the presence of a magnetic field (Schwoerer et al., 1972; Konzelmann et

al., 1973, 1975; Dietz et al., 1977; Renk et al., 1977; Dietz et al., 1978).

Our experimental data indicate that also in this system, local phonon states

are involved in the SLR process in zero-magnetic field.
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In fig. 7.6a we show the temperature dependence of the average relaxation

rate w of Q-h, in N-dg as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The results

suggest an activation energy of 22 +_ 2 cm" .

In order to check whether a local phonon state is present just above T

we have tried to find hot band emission. Fig. 7.7 shows part of the phospho-

rescence spectrum of Q-h, in N-dfi at 4.2 K around the 0-0 band. One observes

V
1 I I I

Q-h6inN-d8

i l i i . i 1 ,

21200 cm" 21100

Fzg. 7. 7. The phosphoresaence spectrum around the 0-0 band of Q-h~ in N-dn at
6 8

4.2 K. Spectral resolution 0.9 am .

a tiny peak at the low energy side, 20 cm" from the 0-0 band, probably re-

lated to a local phonon state in the ground.state S . We have not succeeded

in finding hot bands in this system because the phosphorescence already dis-

appears at 8 K owing to detrapping to the host exciton band. At this temper-

ature the intensity of a hot band at 20 cm" from the 0-0 band is too small

to be observable.

The shift of the resonance frequency of the T - T zero-field transition
z x

with the temperature is shown in fig. 7.6b. In order to increase the accuracy

the experiment has been performed simultaneously on two samples; the first is

present in the variable temperature cryostat and the second, reference sample,

in the bath cryostat kept at 3 K. In order to compare the resonance frequen-

cies the signals are displayed on a two-pen recorder. The shift can be des-

cribed with an activation energy of 28 + 10 cm"1.
One also observes a broadening of the x - x .zero-field transition with

2 X

the temperature. The result is shown in fig. 7.6c. The broadening may be des-

cribed with an activation energy of 22 + 1.5 cm"1. 77
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Fig. 7.8. a. The average SLR rate w in the lowest triplet state of AQ in H as

a function of the reciprocal temperature. The data have been

derived from the results of Avarmaa (1977).

b. The shift in resonance frequency of the x - x transition at

9030 MHz of AQ in H as a function of the inverse of the temperature.

The line shifts to lower frequency upon increasing the tempera-

ture. The x - x,. transition at 8778 MHz does not show a sig-

nificant shift in this temperature range.

c. The intensity of the hot band at 20 cm in AQ in H relative to

the 20185 cm band as a function of the inverse temperature.

d. The broadening of the x - x zero-field transition in AQ in H
z x

as a function of the inverse of tho temperature.
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We have not yet been able to find a rotation of the spin axes with the

temperature in Q-h, in N-d.,. Experiments to determine such rotations are in

progress.

Antkraquinone-hn in n-heptane (AQ in H)

The SLR rates in the lowest triplet state of AQ in H have recently been

determined by Avarmaa et al. (1977) from a study of the multi-exponential

decay of the phosphorescence after flash excitation. From their results, in

the region of dominant relaxation (T > 4 K) , we have derived the average

relaxation rate w, as a function of the temperature. This dependence is shown

in fig. 7.8a and can be described with an activation energy of 20 + 2 cm" .

We have tried to find evidence for the presence of a local phonon state

by looking for hot band emission in the phosphorescence spectrum. In AQ the

lowest niT* triplet state has B. symmetry and hence transitions to the

ground state S are symmetry forbidden. In the mixed crystal AQ in H the 0-0

band consequently is very weak. The main band in the phosphorescence spectrum

is the one at 20185 cm and it corresponds with a transition from T to a

vibrational state of the ground state S (Drabe, Veenvliet and Wiersma, 1975).

In fig. 7.9 we show a part of the phosphorescence spectrum around the

20185 cm" band at 9.6 K and 30 K. Indeed a hot band can be observed at

20185 cm-1

AQ inH

20250 cm 20150

Fig. 7.9. The phosphorescence spectrum around the P.0185 cm band of AQ in H

at 9.6 K and 30 K. The resolution is 0.8 cm-1
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IS + 1.5 cm" from the band at 20185 cm" . The temperature dependence of the

intensity of this hot band relative to the main band is shown in fig. 7.Sc

and it shows an activation energy of 20.5 _+_ 1.5 cm" . From the linewidth we

derive a lifetime for this local phonon state of 3 ps.

A shift of the high frequency zero-field transition with the temperature

also is observed as shown in fig. 7.8b. The line simultaneously broadens as

can be seen in fig. 7.8d. The two effects can be described with an activation

energy of 19 + 2 cm and 23 +_ 3 cm" respectively.

From the above results we conclude that in AQ in n-heptane SLR in T

takes place by vibronic relaxation to a nearby local phonon state at about

20 cm . Presently we are looking for a rotation of the spin axes in T

using ESR techniques.

Anthraquinone-h„ in anthraquinone-dg (AQ-hn in AQ-dg)

From our experiments on naphthalene it has appeared that the SLR in the

isotopically mixed crystal is dramatically different from that in the system

LU

a.

10'

AQ-h8 in AQ-d8

5%

- • — • - 1%

AQinH

0.25
reciprocal temperature (K

Fig. 7.10. The average SLR rate w in the lowest triplet state of AQ-hR in
AQ~dg as a function of the reciprocal zemperature for different

concentrations of AQ-h0 in AQ-da. The results have been obtained
-1

from MIP experiments while detecting the 20484 cm line in the

phosphorescence spectrum. For the phosphorescence spectra see

Dvabe et al. (1975). For comparison we have also drawn the behav-

iour of w for AQ -in H.80



N-D. In order to check whether this is a general phenomenon we have also

studied the system AQ-hg in AQ-dg. The results of che SLR measurements arc

shown in fig. 7.10. The behaviour resembles that of N-h0 in N-dQ . lie Low

2.3 K iv is independent of the temperature but strongly dependent on the

concentration. The triplet sublevels in the 0.2% sample are completely

isolated and only an upper limit for w can be given. Above 2.3 K w shortens

rapidly. Unfortunately we do not know the trap depth of the triplet state

of AQ-h8 in AQ-dg. It may well be possible that above 2.3 K excitation to

the triplet exciton band causes the shortening of w. Finally, in fig. 7.10

we have also indicated the behaviour of w for AQ in H.

7.3 DISCUSSION

From our model for the SLR one predicts slow relaxation rates in sys-

tems where local phonon states do not exist. There is evidence that such a

situation occurs in the isotopicaily mixed crystal of naphthalene (Kopelman,

Ochs and Prasad, 1972; Prasad and Kopelman, 1972). Indeed we do not observe

phonon sidebands in the phosphorescence spectrum of this system and, moreover,
-4 —

at concentrations of about 10 , the SLR rate w in zero field is orders of magnitude

slower than in the chemically mixed crystal. In fact, at this concentration

w is so slow that the spin levels are isolated up to 4.2 K and a temperature

dependence of w cannot be measured. We have not yet found a satisfactory expla-

nation for the concentration dependence of w. Schwoerer etal. (1972) and Botter

(1977) have suggested that SLR in this system is caused by the presence of N-hg

pairs, which act as relaxation traps. It is also possible that the SLR re-

sults from energy transfer between the two magnetically inequivalent sites

in the crystal. It would be interesting to test this idea by measuring the

orientational dependence of w in the presence of a magnetic field. By analogy

with the findings in chapter 6 one then would expect a strong orientational

dependence of the SLR to be observable.

The results obtained in the system Q in D show that in contrast with

N in D,two local phonon states play a role in the SLR process between 1.2 and

50 K; one at about 10 cm and a second one at 30 or 45 cm" (depending on

the deuteration of guest and host). We believe that the excitation of the

low energy local phonon state leads to a very small rotation of the spin

axes. The high energy local phonon state corresponds with a rotation of the

same size as found for N in D for the local phonon state at 16 cm" .
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Further, it is interesting to note that the difference in local phonon energy

between Q-h in D-h. and Q-h. in D-d14 leads to a measurable difference in

SLR rate above 5 K.

The spin-lattice relaxation in Q-h,. in N-dg has been studied extensively

(.Schwoerer et al., 1972; Konzelmann et al., 1973, 1975; Dietz et al., 1977;

'Itenk et'al., 1977; Dietz et al., 197S). From their results, which have been

obtained in the presence of a high magnetic field, the authors conclude that

in this system SLR is caused by "direct" processes, in which the transition

of an electron spin from one sublevel to another is related with the direct

emission or absorption of a phonon. From our results in zero field we have

the impression that in the SLR process a local phonon state is involved at

about 20 cm" above T . It would be interesting to see whether our conclusion

can be supported further by the observation of a temperature dependence of

the directions of the spin axes.

It is gratifying to see that in AQ in H, a system completely different

from the ones treated before, the SLR is also caused by the presence of a

local phonon state. Moreover, we observe that in the isotopically mixed crys-

tal, where local phonon states are expected to be absent, the SLR is slower,

at least for crvstals with a low concentration of A0-ho.

7.4 CONCLUSION

The results presented in this chapter support the idea that SLR caused

by vibronic relaxation to nearby local phonon states is a general process

in the photo-excited triplet state of molecules embedded in foreign host

crystals. As mentioned already in chapter 4B we do not exclude, however, that

in addition "direct" relaxation occurs where the transition from one spin

level to another corresponds with the direct emission or absorption of a

phonon. Since the "direct" SLR rate is linearly dependent on the temperature

(Abragam and Bleaney, 1970) its relative contribution, compared with the two-

phonon process, is expected to become jprortant at low temperatures. Further-

more, it also will be important in high magnetic fields. Although the "direct"

as well as the "two-phonon" SLR rate depend quadratically on the splitting

frequency u of the spin levels (Abragam and Bleaney, 1970; eq. 13 of chapter

5 of this thesis), the "two-phonon" SLR rate does not vary so quickly with

the magnetic field, because its dependence of CJ is compensated by the de-

crease in the angle between the eigenvectors in T and T with increasing

magnetic field.
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A P P E N D I X

Preparation -~f the arys ' its

Except for anthraquinone.all crystals were prepared via the following

procedure. A certain amount of guest material was added to the host material,

brought into a crystal growing tube and vacuum sealed under nitrogen atmos-

phere. Then, single crystals were grown from the melt by slowly passing them

through a sharp temperature gradient. The single crystals of anthraquinone-dg

doped with anthraquinone-h,, were grown from a benzene solution.

The guest concentrations mentioned in this thesis correspond with the

concentrations c, before growing the crystals. In addition we have determined

the actual concentration c of most of the chemically mixed crystals by means
3.

of gas liquid chromatography. The values c and c, are listed in table A.I.
3. D

It appears that the actual concentrations may be 2-10 times lower than c, .

In the isotopically mixed crystals we have not determined c .
3.system

naphthalene-do
o

naphthalene-ho
o

naphthalene-hs

quinoxaline-h,
o

quinoxaline-h,
0

in durene-h,,

in durene-h,.

in durene h,.

in durene-d,.

in naphthalene-dg

c

1

0

1

-

:b

%

%

.1%

%

c
a

0.5 %

0.4 %

0.05%

0.1 %

0.1 %

Table A.I.
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Cue si systems

Before growing the crystals, the guest systems were treated as follows.

Naphthalene-hR and naphthalene-ds were purified by extensive zone refining

and chromatography over a column of Al^O, with pentane. Quinoxaline-h, (Fluka)

was purified by vacuum distillation. Anthraquinone-h<, (Merck) was recrystallized

before dissolving it into a single crystal.

Quinoxaline-d was synthesized by contacting a commercial sample (Baker)

of quinoxaline-h, with a large excess of 0.8% DC1 in D20 for 60 hours at 230°C

in the presence of a Pt-catalyst. The product was isolated from the reaction

mixture by extraction and then purified by vacuum distillation and chromato-

graphy over A12O,• The sample of quinoxaline-d. thus obtained had a d/h ratio

of 96.4% and the total mass spectrometric analysis showed that it consisted of

80.2% quinoxaline-d,, 17.9% quinoxaline-d,.-}!. and 1.9% quinoxaline-d.-h-•

Host systems

The host systems dure^e-h14 (Baker), naphthalene-h (Baker) and naphthalene-dg

(Merck) were purified in the same way as the naphthalene guests. Naphthalene-dg

was reported to have a d/h ratio of 99%. Durene-h.. (Merck, Sharp and Dohme)

was purified by column chromatography only. For the Shpolskii host of AQ in H

we used unpurifiod n-heptane (Merck, P.A. quality).

Anthraquinone-dg was synthesized by oxidation of anthracene-^ _ (Merck)

with Na2Cr?07 in a solution of acetic acid. After recrystallization a mass

spectrum showed that the product consisted of 93.4% anthraquinone-dg, 6.3%

anthraquinone-d7-h1 and 0.2% anthraquinone-d,--h9 thus resulting in a d/h

ratio of 99.1%.
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SUMMARY

The present thesis contains the results of a study of spin-lattice relax-

ation (SLR) in the photo-excited triplet state of aromatic molecules, dissolved

in a molecular host crystal. Contrary to the situation in paramagnetic ions in

anorganic crystals, where a wealth of information is available, the SLR in molec-

ular systems has attracted relatively little attention and the mechanism respon-

sible for this relaxation has remained rather obscure. From our study it appears

that SLR in phosphorescent triplet state molecules often is related to the pres-

ence of so-called (pseudo) localized phonons in the molecular mixed crystals.

These local phonons can be thought to correspond with vibrations (librations) of

the guest molecule in the force field of the surrounding host molecules. Since

the intermolecular forces are relatively weak, the frequencies corresponding with

these vibrations are relatively low and usually are of the order of 10 - 30 cm

The mechanism that we propose for the SLR is based on the following model,

which is simplest fjr the case where no external magnetic field is present. The

molecule in the lowest triplet state T is thermally excited to a local phonon

state T where the molecule is slightly rotated with respect to its orientation
c

in T . Since this thermal excitation is a very fast process, the spin does not

follow the rotation and arrives in a non-stationary state. During the period in

which the molecule is in the non-stationary state, its wavefunction changes with

time according to the Schrodinger equation. As a result, the triplet spin

does not return to the same eigenstate from which it departed. For the ensemble

such excursions lead to a redistribution of the spins over the sublevels of T ,

i.e. to an effective SLR process.

After an introductory chapter and a chapter where we treat some general as-

pects of the phosphorescent triplet state we describe in chapter 3 the experi-

mental methods for measuring the SLR rates. Then, in chapter 4 and 5 we present

the results of a study of the SLR in the system naphthalene in a host crystal of

durene in zero field, followed by a discussion of our model for the SLR. It

appears that the observations can be explained in a very satisfactory way.

In chapter 6 we present results of SLR measurements on the same system

naphthalene in durene in the presence of a magnetic field. Here the SLR rates

show a remarkable dependence on the direction and strength of the applied mag-

netic field. We show that here the SLR can be understood by the same model as

used for explaining the results in zero-magnetic field.

Finally in chapter 7 we present results on systems where the guest and/or

the host differ from naphthalene and durene. The behaviour of the SLR in these

systems supports the idea that SLR caused by thermal excitation to close lying

local phonon states is a general phenomenon in aromatic molecules embedded in
foreign host crystals.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift bevat de resultaten van een onderzoek van de spin-

rooster relaxatie (SLR) in de foto-geëxciteerde triplettoestand van aroma-

tische molekulen opgelost in een molekulair gastheer kristal. In tegenstel-

ling tot de situatie bij paramagnetische ionen in anorganische kristallen,

waar een overvloed aan informatie bestaat, heeft de SLR in molekulaire sys-

temen verhoudingsgewijs weinig aandacht getrokken en is het mechanisme, ver-

antwoordelijk voor deze relaxatie, tamelijk onduidelijk gebleven. Uit ons

onderzoek blijkt, dat SLR in fosforescerende molekulen in hun triplettoestand

vaak in verband kan worden gebracht met de aanwezigheid van zogenaamde

(pseudo-) gelokaliseerde fononen in de molekulaire mengkristallen. Men kan

zich voorstellen, dat deze lokale fononen korresponderen met vibraties (li-

braties) van het gast-molekuul in het krachtveld van de omringende gastheer-

molekulen. Omdat de krachten tussen de molekulen relatief zwak zijn, zijn de

met deze vibraties korresponderende frekwenties relatief laag, gewoonlijk in

de orde van 10 - 30 cm~ .

Het mechanisme dat wij voor de SLR voorstellen is gefundeerd op een mo-

del, dat het eenvoudigst is voor te stellen bij afwezigheid van een uitwendig

magneetveld. Een molekuul dat zich in zijn laagste triplettoestand T be-

vindt wordt thermisch aangeslagen naar een lokale fonon toestand T , waarin

het molekuul enigszins verdraaid is ten opzichte van zijn oriëntatie in T .

Daar zo'n thermische excitatie een zeer snel proces is, volgt de spin de

rotatie niet en komt hij terecht in een niet-stationnaire toestand. In de

tijd dat het molekuul in deze niet-stationnaire toestand verblijft, ontwik-

kelt zijn golffunktie zich in de tijd volgens de Schrödinger vergelijking.

Het gevolg is, dat de triplet spin niet terugkeert naar dezelfde eigentoe-

stand waaruit hij is vertrokken. Voor het ensemble leiden die excursies naar

T tot een herverdeling van de spins over de subniveau's van T , d.w.z. tot

een effektief SLR proces.

Na een inleidend hoofdstuk en een hoofdstuk waarin wij enkele algemene

aspekten behandelen van de fosforescerende triplettoestand, beschrijven we

in hoofdstuk 3 de experimentele methodes om de SLR-snelheden te meten. In

hoofdstuk 4 en 5 presenteren wij de resultaten van onze metingen aan de SLR |

in het systeem naftaleen in een gastheerkristal van dureen, in afwezigheid {

van een magneetveld, gevolgd door een discussie van ons model voor de SLR.

Het blijkt dat de waarnemingen op een zeer bevredigende wijze kunnen worden

verklaard.
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In hoofdstuk 6 geven we de resultaten van SLR-metingen â n het systeem

naftaleen in dureen in aanwezigheid van een magneetveld. Hier vertonen de

SLR-snelheden een opmerkelijke afhankelijkheid van de richting en grootte

van het uitwendig aangelegde magneetveld. We tonen aan dat de SLR hier ver-

klaard kan worden volgens hetzelfde modei als gebruikt in veld nul.

Tenslotte geven we in hoofdstuk 7 experimentele resultaten van systemen

waar de gast en de gastheer verschillen van naftaleen resp. dureen. Het ge-

drag van de SLR in deze systemen ondersteunt het idee dat SLR veroorzaakt

door thermische excitatie naar nabijgelegen lokale fonon toestanden, een al-

gemeen verschijnsel is in aromatische molekulen die ingebouwd zijn in een

afwijkend gastheerkristal.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Na het behalen van het eindexamen Gymnasium-ß aan het Coornhert lyceum

te Heemstede, begon ik in september 1968 mijn s t u d i e natuurkunde en wiskunde

met bijvak scheikunde (N2} aan de R i jk sun ive r s i t e i t t e Leiden. Daar legde ik

in juni 1971 het kandidaatsexamen af.

Toegetreden t o t de groep "Molekülen in Aangeslagen Toestand" (MAT) onder

leiding van p r o f . d r . J.H. van der Waals, werd ik door dr . J . Schmidt ingewijd

in het experimentele onderzoek van koherente effekten in molekulen in hun

fosforescerende t r i p l e t t o e s t a n d . Na ongeveer een hal f jaar was ik aanwezig

b i j de geboorte van de eers te zogenaamde "Hahn-echo" in een aromatisch t r i p i e t

molekuul. Tot augustus 1973 a s s i s t e e r d e ik d r . i r . CA. van ' t Hof, d i e het

onderzoek v o o r t z e t t e . In het kader van mijn bi jvak ( theoret isch organische

chemie) bracht ik een half j a a r door op het FOM-Instituut voor Atoom- en Mole-

kuulfysika dat onder le id ing s t a a t van p ro f .d r . J . Kistemaker. In de groep

van dr . F . J . de Heer werkte ik onder d i rek te l e id ing van dr . C.I.M. Beenakker

mee aan het onderzoek van de Spektroskopie van door botsingen met elektronen

aangeslagen alifatische koolwaterstoffen.

In mei 1974 legde ik het doktoraalexamen experimentele natuurkunde af

waarna ik als wetenschappelijk medewerker in dienst trad van de Stichting

voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie bij de groep Vaste Stof Fysica/Leiden

II. De resultaten van het sindsdien verrichte onderzoek zijn in dit proef-

schrift beschreven. De experimenten werden tot maart 1975 uitgevoerd op het

Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium, daarna op het Huygens Laboratorium van de

Rijksuniversiteit Leiden.

Vanaf september 1972 ben ik werkzaam geweest bij het natuurkundepraktikum

voor prekandidaten. Na tot januari 1974 bij het elektronisch praktikum betrok-

ken te zijn geweest heb ik mij tot september 1978 beziggehouden met het ont-

wikkelen en begeleiden van een nieuwe proef in het kader van het tweedejaars

hoofdvak praktikum. Van september 1977 tot februari 1979 was ik assistent bij

het werkcollege "Inleiding Natuurkunde" voor eerstejaars studenten.
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NAWOORD

Het onderzoek, waarvan de resultaten in dit proefschrift staan beschreven,

is tot stand gekomen dankzij de inspanning en het "team-work" van een groot

aantal mensen. Met nadruk dient erop te worden gewezen, dat die medewerking

onontbeerlijk is voor een onderzoek als het onderhavige.

Van diegenen, die een belangrijke bijdrage hebben geleverd tot de tot-

standkoming van dit proefschrift, wil ik er hier graag een aantal noemen.

Allereerst hen die het mogelijk maakten om de experimenten uit te voeren.

J. van den Berg, J.A.J.M. Disselhorst, L. van As, Ing. J. de Vreede en

Ing. L.J. Prevo zorgden altijd, en vaak met grote inventiviteit, dat de meest

uiteenlopende technische problemen vrijwel zonder oponthoud werden opgelost.

Op Ing. M. Noort kon steeds een beroep worden gedaan om de kristallen te pre-

pareren, waarvan de concentratie en zuiverheid werd getest in de afdeling

gas-vloeistof chromatografie van het Gorlaeus Laboratorium bij de heer B. van

Vliet. De heer J.D. Sprong had in het Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium de voor-

ziening in handen van het vloeibare helium, dat door de heer W.E. Frans vlot
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Vervolgens noem ik hen, die hebben willen meedenken bij de problematiek

van de spin-rooster relaxatie. De meest bijzondere plaats werd daarbij inge-
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uit de kennis en het inzicht van prof.dr. J.H. van der Waals. Met alle leden

van de groep MAT hebben talrijke diskussies plaatsgevonden. In het bijzonder

denk ik hierbij aan die met dr. D. Antheunis, dr. B.J. Botter, dr. J.A. Kooter,

dr. R.A. Schadee en de heer H.J. den Blanken. Met veel plezier heb ik samen-

gewerkt met diegenen, die als student aan het onderzoek meededen. Achtereen-

volgens waren dat drs. H.M. van Noort, mej . E. Teerlink, de heer H.J. den

Blanken, drs. A.I.M. Dicker en de heer F.C. Bos. Ieder van hen heeft op zijn

[haar) karakteristieke wijze een belangrijke bijdrage geleverd aan de voort-

gang van het onderzoek.

Vervolgens wil ik hen noemen, die betrokken zijn geweest bij de totstand-

koming van de definitieve versie van dit boekwerk. Mevrouw J.E.M. Versnel-

Heemskerk typte met grote werklust en in hoog tempo de publikaties. De heer

W. Rijnsburger droeg goede zorg voor vrijwel alle tekeningen die in het

proefschrift voorkomen. De fotografische verwerking was in handen van de heren

L.A. Zuyderduin, J.J. Ober en IV.J. Brokaar. De inhoud van het manuscript werd

kritisch gelezen door dr. B.J. Botter en drs. C.J. Nonhof.
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tour of w for AQ in H.

STELLINGEN

I

1. Lutz et al. veronderstellen ten onrechte, dat het tijdsafhankelijke gedrag

van de triplet-exciton fosforescentie in een éénkristal van tetrachloor-

benzeen bij een temperatuur van 4 „2 K informatie geeft over de spin-rooster

relaxatie van ae excitonen.

D.R. Lutz, K.A. Nelson, R.W. Olson en M.D. Fayer, J. Chem. Phys. 69

(1978) 4319.

R.M. Shelby, A.H. Zewail en C.B. Harris, J. Chem. Phys. 64 (1976) 3192.

2. In het isotopische mengkristal van naftaleen kunnen zowel overdracht van

tripletexcitatie als magnetische dipool-dipool wisselwerking de koncentratie-

afhankelijkheid van de spin-rooster relaxatie bepalen. Door de spin-rooster

relaxatietijden te meten als funktie van de intensiteit van het excitatie-

licht kan men bepalen welk proces het meest waarschijnlijk is.

M. Schwoerer, U. Konzelmann en D. Kilpper, Chem. Phys. Letters 13 (1972)

272.

B.J. Botter, Proefschrift, Leiden (1977) 96.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7.

3. Vaida en Colson geven twee mogelijke verklaringen voor de banden die zij bij

toenemende gastkoncentratie zien opkomen in het fosforescentiespektrum van

het mengkristal van paradichloorbenzeen in paradibroombenzeen. Als meest

waarschijnlijke verklaring kiezen zij voor emissie door gastmolekulen die

één of meer dezelfde molekulen als nabuur hebben. Aan de juistheid van deze

keuze dient te worden getwijfeld.

V. Vaida en S.D. Colson, Mol. Phys. 35 (1978) 965.

4. De konklusie van Winscom en Dinse, dat de spin-rooster relaxatiesnelheden

in de geëxciteerde triplettoestand van de door hen beschouwde di-aza-aromaten

in Shpolskii-matrices evenredig zijn met het kwadraat van de nulveldsplitsing,

dient met reserve te worden beschouwd.

C.J. Winscom en K.P. Dinse, Proc. 3 Specialized Coll. Ampère, Dublin

(1977) 297.

5. Ten onrechte nemen O'Donnell et al. aan, dat het foto-elektron spektrum waar-

mee zij hun theoretische berekeningen aan uracil vergelijken, afkomstig is

van uracil.

T.J. O'Donnell, P.R. LeBreton en L.L. Shipman, J. Phys. Chem. 82 (1978)

343.



6. De eigenfunkties van de lineaire harmonische oscillator in gereduceerde

plaats- of impulsrepresentatie zijn tevens eigenfunkties van de Fourier-

transformatie indien deze als lineaire operator in de funktieruimte van

kwadratisch integreerbare funkties wordt opgevat.

7. Misii gaat, bij de beschrijving van de door hem bepaalde magneetveldafhanke-

iljkheid van de spin-rooster relaxatie in de kwartet grondtoestand van

CrJ in robijn, voorbij aan de-mogelijkheid van een "phonon bottleneck".

A. Misu, J. Physical Soc. Japan 44 (1978) 1161.

8. Het verdient aanbeveling om interferogrammen die resulteren uit nauwkeurige

verplaatsingsmetingen en bepalingen van temperatuurverdelingen in gassen

aan digitale beeldbewerking te onderwerpen.

R.F.C. Kriens, SPIE Vol. 136, 1

to Metrology (1978) 156.

s t European Congress on Optics Applied

I

9. Porositeitsgegevens van aardformaties kunnen ondermeer worden verkregen

door in boorgaten de thermische en/of epi-thermische neutronenintensiteit

te meten die ontstaat als gevolg van interaktie van snelle neutronen met

de formatiernatrix en de daarin aanwezige vloeistoffen en gassen. Bij toe-

passing van een thermische neutronendetektor wordt vaak ten onrechte ver-

ondersteld, dat de neutronenresponsie volledig kan worden beschreven met

behulp van de zogenaamde waterstofindex van de formatie-inhoud. Deze ver-

onderstelling leidt tot komplikaties, vooral bij de interpretatie van

formaties die zeer zout water of gas bevatten.

Schlumberger, Log Interpretation, Vol. I (Principles) (1972) 49.

Schlumberger, Log Interpretation, Charts (1977) 18.

10. Het verdient aanbeveling om statistisch te onderzoeken of het aanbrengen

van kontinu afleesbare brandstofverbruiksmeters in auto's bijdraagt tot

een zuiniger rijgedrag van automobilisten.

P.J.F. Verbeek 14 maart 1979


